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CHIEF COLLINS
OFFERS REWARD

6,

PADUCAH. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 23 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

'COMPANY FORMED
FOR INTERURBAN

10 CENTS PER WEEK

RAH! RAH! RAH!

A sks Saloon Keepers to Give
View of Bars

Southern Construction
$10,000 Capital

Has

Latter Knocked Unconscious
Beside H4 Engine

Boyle Injunction Suit This Morning
Brings Further Complications
at Hearing,

%VIII Build Line Between Paducah
and Mayfield and Its Plans Are
Progressing,

Roy Christman Orders Hobo Out of
His Cab and Hobo Assaults
Him From Behind.

THEOBOLD

SURVEY

IS IN THE RAILROAD HOSPITAL.

PETER'S

TRIAL.

DIFFERENT

ROUTES

Chief of Police James Collins has
While Roy Christman, one of the
Quietly but steadily the Southern
- tarted a rigid crusade against Sabs
most popular young engineers on
Interurban Railway company, of this
•bath violators, and has offered rethe Illinois Central, was oiling his
Fair tonight and
Wednesday. city, is going ahead with its plans for
wards for information
which
will Warmer east portion
engine at Otter Pond, the second
tonight. High- building an interurban electric line
lead to conviction of any persons est
station south of Princeton on
the
temperature yesterday, 101; low-'from Paducah to Mayfield, Fulton
guilty of selling liquor or goods on est
Nashville division of the road, last
and
other
points
south
of
Paducah
today, 80.
Sunday in violation of the law. Chief
night at 6:40 o'clock, he was attackArticles of incorporation were filed
Collins offers $10 reward for ham
,
ed from behind, and only the prompt
yesterday at the eourt house for the
melon leading to the conviction of
WILSON KILLED.
appearance of train -officials saved
Southern Construction company, orany saloon keeper or drug store prehim from probable deb. He was atOberlin, 0., July 23.—Albert
ganized by B. H. Scott, H. H. Loving,
prietor guilty of selling liquor on the
Wilson, the famous footbali
tacked by a revengeful tramp, whom
John F. Harth, George Rush and
Sabbath. He Will also give $5 rehe had ejected from his engine only
quarter hack, was crushed to
others. This company will be subward for information leading to the
a few minutes before. This morning
death under a ear on the Elea-. sidiary to the electric line company.
conviction of any merchant, jeweler
he was seen at the Illinois Central
tric railway line today. He was
The next step will be the arrival of
or other claims of storekeper, for
working during the summer with
hospital, and while unable to see,
engineers to survey the routes and
selling goods on Sunday. He promgave a detailed statement as far as
a welding gang.
any efforts to hold property at exorbiises to keep secret the source of his
he remembered.
tant prices may be met by competiinformation,
WRECK.
Christman
was on engine, No.
tion that should cause property ownKeep Blinds Cp.
1569, Fireman
IVilliamsport, Pa., July 23.—
J. Morgan. His
ers
to
be
reasonable.
However,
the
"Please say in your newspaper that
•eiu
The Erie express on the Penntrain was freight, No. 394, in charge
right of way will be largely contribI earnestly request every saloon
of Conductor Maxwell, and was runsylvania ran into a freight at
uted by he farmers along the route
—Callahan in St. Paul Pionese'Pross„
keeper in Paducah to keep all winKriney today. Engineer Mackey
ning north from Nashville to Pada
The
Southern
Construction
company
dow shades in his place of business
was fatally injured. Thirteen
cab. At Otter Pond he stopped for
is
capitalized
at
$10,0'00
divided
into
raised on the Sabbath, and to keep
passengers were hurt. None
orders, and a tramp climbed in the
shares of 41-60 each. Franchisee held
the middle door wide open that the
cab. He wantect a ride, which is forseriously.
he the company require the line to be
police may see if any wrongdoing is
bidden by stringent rules. Christstarted in twelve months, and buildgoing on," was the request made
nein told him that he could not per$200,000 FIRE.
ing
operations
probably
will
follow
POthis
morning
by Chief of
mit his riding in the cab and ejected
Lawrence, Mass., July 23—
directly after the engineers finish.
lice James Collins. Chief Collins deThe entire plaint of Chandler's
him. Not suspecting the tramp's
clares that many complaints have
City Flour MiHa was destroyed
rag, Christman left his cab to oil
He Was "Touched:I
been filed, but that it is impossible
by
fire
today.
The
loss
is
$200,the drivers.
Sambo
Browning, from Nashville,
to secure any incriminating evidence.
000.
"Suddenly I felt a blow on
the
Tenn., was a disconsolate figure sit"Saloon keepers complain that some
wheeling
ting shoeless, hatless and the picture Reward of $25 For Anyone Engineer and Fireman Cooked Ballard County Couple Had back of my head and
proprietors violate the law, and comSHOT TWICE.
around saw the tramp I had ejected
of 'woe at the Princeton station this
plain that we cannot convict them.
Lone Angeles, July =3—George
Proving That City's Scales Under Engine --Crowd Sees Distressing Time Securing from my engine," Christman stated
morning.
He had been "tetched,"
It is a hard matter, and every one
T. Bennett, president of the
"He held what I took to be a cuspias he expressed it to Illinois Central
can assist us by complying," Chief
Bennett Electrical company, was
Are False -Councilman Al. Man Icinerated by Live Wire Someone to Officiate-Went dor, and rained several more blows
Collins concluded.
railroad officials.
shot twice today by Estelle ('oron my head, I fail to remember how
"Hit happened dis away. yo' see,"
Above Their Heads
Foreman Watches Work
Broke on Homeward.Trip
well at the home of Marguerite
many. After that all is blank until
Boyle Injunction Suit.
Sambo explained. "I goes frum ma
Bennett, a relative of the dead
I found myself among friends."
Hearing on the injunction suit inhome in Nashville to Evansville on
man. Fear that Bennett intendChristrnan's eyes were closed this
stituted to restrain Mayor Yeieer
dab 'scursion, and when I leaves de
ed to desert the Corweli woman
Hugh
license
of
FAIRBANKS MAN IS SATISFIED. BOY CAUGHT IN CINDER PILE. MKS. HURLEY HAS ACCIDENT, morning, the eye lids being blue as
from revoking 'the
liooshah
city
I
tanks
up
a
bit.
Not
for Marguerite Bennett, promptindigo and swollen out fully a half
Boyle, found guilty in police court of
bein"zactly acquainted wid dat type
ed the '6volt:on to eommit the
inch, The back of his head is tarSundae owning, goes corer until to,
booce,
bit
me,
an'
worked
on
deed. She surrendered at police'
cerated and bruised and his foremorrow morning, to permit the (ity
I woke up at Princeton. heah, some
headquarters.
for
"Twenty-five dollars reward
Minneapolis, July
23.—Engineer ,Kevil, July 23. (Special.)—While head also cut. He was found half
to answer the petition of the comniggah had done robbed me of ma
anyone proving 'these scales are in- Serfoss and Fireman Parker
were coming down the steps from the sec- conscious by members of his crew,
plainant. Boyle appealed from the
shoes,
ma
hat
and
ma
watch."
BAD MONEY.
cooked to death and two others were ond floor of his residence to supper, and it is presumed the tramp, hearaccurate..
decision of the police judge, but as an
Bilbao, Spain, July 2-L-4'harles
This is the sign that occupies a badly injured on a Great Northern Mrs. G. W. Hurley slipped
and ing them coming, fled. His fireman
appeal is not perfected until bond is
Anna Hoffman,
Duryht, and
conspicuous place at the city scales, railway engine'today, which collided sprained her left ankle yesterday af- was on the other side of the cab, aliti
filed and other preliminaries comAmericans, are under arrest
and it is expected toregain the con- with a freight train on a bridge ternoon, and although
the sprain could not hear.
plied with, it was not 'perfected until
here, charged with passing counfidence
of the public. Last Friday here. The bodies of the dead were gave her great pain last night, she is
„revoked
the
Teiser
had
after Mayor
terfeit money. When searched
full pinned beneath the wreck.
and Saturday mechanics had
resting co1nfortably today.
license. The point is made by Boyle's
Ifern0,000 in spurious American
BROKE THE COW
'
S BACK;
sway at the scales and all the workattorneys that final conviction is not
Finally Got Married.
hank notes were remand
on
were
inspected, oiled
parts
in
What
Live
Wire.
is
had until the court of appeals passes
supposed to have been an
Duryht.
LEFT HER IN HER STALL
cleaned and new bearings put In, and
Charleston, W. Va., July 23.—Cur- elopement caused much amusement
on the judgment of the police judge.
--the scales are pronounced as good tis Runyan fell acrosa a live wire on here. Miss Laura Folk and Mr. Hanand therefore the revocation of the
SHOT %intl.,.
Trigg County Farmer,and His as new now. They are absolutely an overhead beam of the Kanawha ey, residing between ha Center and
license, based on the judgment in poNew York, July 23.—Esther
accurate as tested with government river bridge today and was fatally Barlow. boa-ded the train at La Cenlice court, is suspended in its opera\ending, 20' years old, was shot
Buster Kelley, colored, of Mayfield,
Wife Fired Upon and Latter weights.
burned. Hundreds of people
wit- ter anccame here to be married. All was arrested yeirterday and
tion until final adjudication in the
and killed near Forty-second
brought
Mr. Al Forenian, cbairman of the nessed the incinderation.
Finally preachers were frem home and the to Paducah last night. Columbus
court of last resort. The right of the
street, and Fifth avenue, this
May Lose Sight of One Eye- public
improvement committee. su- the wire broke and Runyan fell into knot could not be tied. Not to be
mayor o revoke a license and the
morning by a Mall 141.1ppOSed to
Greer, also colored, was arrested
perintended the work personally and a blanket held by workmen on the left they secured a horse and buggy here, and
Man Wounded Slightly
title of the ordinance, conferring the
be Charles Warner, her former
this week the two will be
well.
A`salesman
the
work
done
saw
employer. After shocking the
power, are also attacked. It is proband drove to the country to get a prosecuted by the humane society.
bridge.
of the Fairbanks-Morris Scales com•
man defied a crowd with a reable that the full right of revocation
minister, but he, too, was gone. Dis- Jap Toner, humane officer, claims evpany had learned the city might buy
volver, shooting several times
Boy Meets a Horrible Death.
will be determined in this suit.
heartened they returned to Kevil and idence against them sufficient to con$AY THAT HE TALKS TOO MUCH. a new set, and came to the city to
and ran into the Spaul
The appeal case comes up in the
Mt. Sterling, Ky., July 23.---At Dry got a justice of the peace to tie the vict them breaking a cow's back, and
investigate. After the repairs were Fork, Pike county, the eleven-year- knot. 'Squire Clint Knott married permitting her to lie in a stall for
building tend jumped from the
--ef••••• •fisptember term of circuit court.
completed he tested them and pro- old son of Wesley
third story window at the rear
Boyle is represented by Hal CorMt-Cowan
was them yesterday. However, their trou weeks before being killed. They are
nounced them accurate and as good burned to death in a peculiar man- bles did not end there, as when they alleged to have tried to lead her by a
and escaped.
bett and Eugene Graves, Democratic
Hopkinsville, Ky., July 23.—Night
as any that could be purchased, ow- ner. The boy Jumped on a sawdust went to the station the groom ring through her nose and by ropes
candidate for the legislature, and the
riders tired 10.0 shots into the home
ingeto the good material used in their pile at Fuller's mill, the hard surface lacked the sum for the fare home. about her horns. In her efforts to
MORTON STATUE.
city by City Solicitor Tames Campof Stephen Mosley, a Trigg county
constructien.
Indianapolis, July
breaking through and 'forcing the un- Generous people were at the station free herself, the cow fell and broke
bell, Jr., City Attorney Harrison and
farmer early this morning. Mosley
ana I
41 her late war goverCompbell Flournoy. •
Complaints that were registered fortunate boy to stand knee deep in and the money was secured to pay her back. She was then taken to a
was shot in the face, ear and hand:
stable, it is alleged, and left to lie
nor this afternoon when tine statMrs, Mosely's right eye was pierced and the good advertising they had, the hot embers of hidden fire that for the couple's honeymoon.
in a stall for weeks, the two men fiue of Oliver P. Morton Was unTheohold Peters Case.
by fragments of wire screen shot out had a detrimental effect on the busi- had been smoldering for days. The
/
3
41nounce
veiled
on
the state ,
nally employing another man to put
limbs were burned to a
Further time for obtaining witof the door'of her bedroom. Mosely ness and the committee realized boy's lower
unveiling was done
her to death, giving him the hide for
grounds.
The
shortly
after
being
crisp
and
he
died
SCHOOL
be
done
to
reassure
BOARD
to
had
CALIjD
something
the
nesses was asked this morning in
ear; taken out but warned to stop
his work.
by Master Oliver Perry Morton,
rescued in horrible anony.
the sellers.
police court by the defense in the
talking.
Mosely
says
he
joined
the
grand son of the governor.
FOR SPECIAL SESSION
case of Theoboid Peters, charged with
tobacco association last spring to
•
TOW Is Apptshensive.
without
a
intoxicating
liquors
selling
save his crops.
MARKET.
GRAIN
Tokio, July 23.— Telegrams from
license and Judge Cross continued
Cincinnati, July 23.—Wheat,
Seoul state that intrigues on an exthe case until Thursday. The prosePartisanship threatens to return tensive scale
02; corn, 57; oats, 48.
Patrolmen For Night Watch.
are now in progress. It
'
,lintel offered its evidence and some
to the school board with the contest is declared
that the palace now im
Patrolmen for the night shlft,who
strone points were brought out. Four
among
the
trustees
over the question a hotbed of Illicit plots and conspireWILD MAN.
will stand from 6 p. m. to 6 a, in.
bottles in martial array were on the
of payiti, Superintendent Lie?, ac- cierk,The,olaciag colej.lje,theinAq
New Vork, N. Ys July' 23. —
were assigned last sight as follows
of,,the
v
•
city attorney's desk, end later two
cording hi'
"contract. TTuatees new emperor has aggravated, the
Following the murder of Miss
by Chief of Police James'Collins:
Arrangements have been compiet advance in the price of Coal contemp- Karnes, Kelly and Clements
more were marched in
have
ask
Nether NordlIng, thin morning,
jealousy between his mother, PrinClark and Shelby,, Broadway beat; ed by which the West Kentucky Coal lated in any event from labor trouThese Chief Collins had placed In
eel for a special meeting of the cess .hilng, and the mother of Prince
bpi Charles Warner, John WilPrince 'and Ferguson, 'north side company will take c:are of all their t:Iles and the arrival of the Harvester
the water coiiier, and several "exschool board nest Thursday night to Ying, each having a large following.
iam was fatally shot In his more
beat; Moore and
Long, west end river business. Some of the strikers from Pittsburg and the Harth from
perts" were called upon to taste the
settle the qneetion, but a quorum This state of affairs is being taken
Waverly Place at noon by a man
Kentuoky
Neat:
Hessian
McCune,
and
the
Caseyville
mines
gives
the
combut
Ithe
to
work
returned
have not
liquid. Here the prosecution received
may not be In attendance to transact
known to him as Frenok Warner.
politicians, who are
Sanders,
Union
beat:
Orr
and
avenue
me backeet, for one was on the "water
company is not embarrassed In per-I pany a big stock on hand. The coal business. The trustees, who do not advantage of by
Pollee who captured tine latest
Starrett,
distrustful of one another. Disaffecdepot
beat:
Alexander
and
with the boats'carriers who struck will drift into
contracts
forming
the
wagon" and refused to taste, andanfavor paying the face value of the tion is sdreading rapidly and riotings
murderer. believe the same man
Mechaniesburg and South
Third and the old scale of wages is being other lines of work when their money
other judge gave It a sip only. Others
oentraet, may not atterel.
committed both acts.
of the people throughout the peninstreet
beet.
•
hands
will
'take
runs
out,
while
new
were ready and gave the glass a good
paid. The carriers some days earn
sula are apprehended.
their
places
at
the
coal
fleet.
There
Was
no
each.
$4
boost and a smack of the lips beas
much
as
CASE.
HA V WOO!)
Get Life Sentences".
trayed It was something good. In
STABLE IS BURNED DOWN
Rona% July 28.— Attorney
Board Is Inspecting.
the judgment of the witnesses exHahnviile, La , July 23.--Guarded
Return From Louisville.
Richardson devoted his address
The board of public works is out
AND GRAIN IS CONSUMED this
amined It is what is known as "flat"
by 2:r0 soldiers the four Italians con- FANNIE REDDEN FOUND
Nearly 2041 tired Paducah excurin the Haywood trial today to
afternoon Inspecting Clay street
beer, and if a sufficient quantity is
victed of Walter Lamana's murder
hemeseching the testimony of
sionists returned from Louisville at
from
Fifteenth
to
Seventeenth
•
EVENING
SUN
THROUGH
taken it will intoxicate.
and the two Gebb'as who are yet to
'1 ° clock this morning. They left
Harry Orchard. At noon cOurt
streets, Improved by Contractor Will
were placed on a specTwo said It has a taste similar to a
be tried for
Saturday afternoon at 4:5d o'clock
rectweed until evening, 'when
Ragland, July 23.—(Special) — Husbands; also First street from
brand of beer *old its the city. The.
ial train bound for the state penitenRichardson will finish.
and arrived in
Louisville Sunday
Fire,
of unknown origin, destroyed Broadway to Washington street and
bottles are bare of labels but probeBaton
Roege.
The
tiary at
first four
morning about 1 o'clock
Sunda
First to Third
ISRedden,
the.
pretty
the
stable
of C. C. Neuhie near here Washington from
Fannie
.bly no prosecution will follow for a
Clemencean Makes Ascension.
were today sentenced to life terms in
and Monday were spent seeing the
street, improved by the Memphis Asfrom
disappeared
and
who
it
was
with
difficulty
all
the
girl
year-old
violation of the pure food law.
Paris. July 23.— Premier Clemen- the penitentiary. '
state metropolis, and the train left
phalt Paving company. Following the
her home at Paris, Tenn., June 27, on the return trip at 4:30. o'clock Stork was rernoved. When diecoyered
cean and General Picquart. minlater
the fire had gained great headway, Inspection a special session oe the
yesterday afternoon in
located
was
diascension
in
the
made
RD
war,
of
Monday afternoon. Twelve coaches
board will be he:d to accept the work
Paducah through The Son: Chief of were brought through on the *pedal and to check It was futile, so the
AGED COLORED CITIZEN
rigible military balloon Petrie this ONE MORE IMMIGRANT
if it is found satisfactory.
inforworkers
with
their
buckets
devoted
received
Collins
Police James
two
afternoon. The trip lasted
their
time
to
saving
that
adjoining
propafternoon
OF MARSHALL CO. DIES hours, and during a part of it at
JOINS LOCAL COLONY mation late yesterday
County Court at Metropolis.
erty. In the tee 30 barrels of corn,
the girl was in Paducah and won had
least, there was some excitement
Metropolis, Ill., July 23. (Special 1 and eight tons of hay were destroyed. TWO PADUCAHANS PASS
living
Redden
is
"Miss
located.
over
the
her
Willie
aboard the ship.
--The jury in the county court has The Jose is estimated at $500.
with a private family and doing
dome of the Invalides, after having
STATE PHARMACY BOARD
Benton, Ky , July 23. et4pes lei ) - encircled the Eiffel tower a water
One more German immigrant ar- well," Chief Collins said
She was taken the case of T. W, Wentsger
charged
with
allowing
his
horses
to
Shelby Whiteside,. 75 years old, one pipe burnt and immediately the Pa- rived in Paducah today to purchase young and thought It was an Akron,
Hart in Elevator.
rein at large. The court will be In
of the oldest and best known citi- ttie was drenched
with hot water, McCracken county land for farming tuts to
Harold Williamson, the fourteenme to the city and remain
zens of Marshall county, died of fe- which, however. was not hot enough purposes. His name is Fred Pruess a while,
this is why she wrote session all this week,
year-old eon Of Mr. and Mrs John E.
Messrs, Vernon Watson, of .1 D
ver yesterday at him home near Birm- to scald. No one was hurt by the ac- He will bring her family here in Oe. home, telling her parents that she
Williamson, 5,09 North Sixth street, Baron's pharrneev, and J. C FaYIPY
Hon Moot) Ferguson, of La Cen- was bruised this morning in the ele- ,of Msv-haniesburg, peettee OP state
ingham. He was widely known and cident, hut the two ministers were Unser. Nine more Immigfauts are on had gone to California She returned
respected among the white people of considerably disconcerted by the mis- their way here, all of them of the home to Paris,,Tenu., this morning at ter, railroad commissioner, is In the vator at Kolb Brothers' Drug cross- pharmacy examination held at Dew..
city,
this County.
substantial Oasis,.
hap.
'eon recently.
;7:50k o'clockt"
pane,
I at
(1,

SCALES ARE O. K. BURNED TO DEATH 'SQUIRE KNOTT
SINCE REPAIRED DIFFERENT WAYS
_ TIED THE KNOT

•i•

not

S

MORE SHOOTING
BY NIGHT RIDERS

•

ENRAGED TRAMP
BEATS ENGINEER

West Kentucky Coal Company
Officials Have Plenty of Men

rt.,

and

PAdt TWO

‘..11 11, JULY EEL

THE PADUCAtt.'E'VENIN6 SVA;

BASEBALL NEWS
National I.eatalue.

In Warm Weather

R H E
Vinol is as delicious as a fresh
Boston
4 10 3
orange, and as soothing as can be
Pittsburg
- 10 3
Batteries - - Doruer, Young and to the weak,irritable stomach. It
, Needham; ()awaits,- Lielield and coaxes back lost appetite, improves
digestion and creates strength
Gibson
R H E
!Philadelphia
2 6 3
at. Louis
1 3 1
Batteries- -Richie and Doolu; Kar'ger and Marshalt
Second game.
H E
Philadelphia
5
St. Louis
1 5 5
Batteries-Brown and Dooin; McGlynn and Noonan.

1

E
Brooklyn
1 6 2
Cincinnati
2 6 1
Batteries-Bell and Ritter; Coakley, Smith and McLean.

throughout the whole system. We
strongly recommend Vinol to all
who are weak and run-down from
any cause,-particularly to delicate
women and children, old people
and for those who have pulmonary
totibles. Money back if you try
Vinol and are not satisfied.
W. B

MePHEItSt1N, Druggist.

atemailimittalliaM110111.
1111111 .
1 11111111
.
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pa. The Clyde will return tonight Jgar
and leave Wednesday evening for
the round trip to the Tennessee river
The Harvester passed down last
night with 18 barges of coal for the
West Kentucky Coal compaisy's depots here, at Cairo and Memphis,
The Bob Dudley will arrive tomorThese three attributes of a good bicycle can be found in the
row morning from Nashville and
leave Wednesday at noon for NashReading, Recycle and Laclede Bicycles.
TERMS EASY.
rifle again. The J. B. Richardson
tomorrow.
also will arrive
The City of savannah will leave
St. Louis tomorrow for the Tennessee river passing here Friday morning.
The Peters Lee will leave Memphis
this afternoon for Cincinnati, passing
here Thursday.
The Henrietta is in from the Tennessee river with ties.
Seventeen feet on the gauge and
3 rise since yesterday are the readings this morning. The stage on
this date last year was 11.7 and rising slowly.
The John S. Hopkins haudled the
Evansville trade on good time today,
G Tuesday nearly always is a good
for keeping schedules.
Hot as it gets up in the city, the
wharfboat never lacks a breeze from
the clear sweep afforded by the river.
The Russell Lord will go to the
Steam Boiler,
Fire,
Tennessee river and the Payouts will
Life,
Bonds,
go to the Cumberland river for the
Accident,
Plate Glass,
Ayer-Lord Tie ompany, after ties.
C. F. Nellis, 222 Tennessee street
Health,
Cargo,
has arrived from Memphis to live in
Liability.
Bull,
Paducah. Mr. Nellie is a St. Louis
Automobile,
Elevator.
and Memphis pilot and will run on
Paducah boats as Memphis at this
Old 726
369
New 726
N•w 369
time is dull from the number of boats

Ease Elegance Economy
Sold and guaral.teed by

S. E. MITCHELL
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
48I-a
Old Phone 743
Phone
New

INSURANCE AGENTS

/fiver Stages.
Cairo
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
Evansville
Florence
Johnsonville
Louisville
Mt. Carmel
Nashville
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
Paducah

3.0.0
4.2
27.7
14.8
2.7
5.5
8.8
11.1
8.1
3.3
27.0
14.6
17.0

rise
fall
rise
fall
fall
fall
use
American League.
fall
RUE
rise
Chicago
1 4 2
fall
Boston
1 6. 0
rise
Batteries-Altrock and Sullivan;
fall
Young and Armbrueter.
rise that have tied up. He will run on
Game called in twelfth Inning to
the Fowler-Evansville line for a
allow visitors to catch train.
Much bumping against the railroad while to learn Hie river.
incline at Brookport will necessitate
Shelton Bros. will overhaul the
R H E a new stem block for the George
Michael,
engine room of the Mary
Men's and Young Men's -Suits now-....$
Detroit
C 9 0 Cowling, as the present one is worn
which is lying up near the old iron
I Philadelphia
15.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
3 8 'o almost beyond caulking. The Cowlfurnace.
Batteries - Mullin and Payne; ing was pulled out
20.00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now
on the ways yesThe full list of towboats belongPlank and Powers.
terday afternoon and will be finished ing strictly to the local harbor is as
25.00 Men's and Young Men's Snits
1 8.75
tomorrow.
follows: Ayer-Lord Tie comPany-34) 00 Men's and Young Men's Suits
H E
Captain Dana Scott, inspector for Russell Lord. Homer, Pavonia, OasCleveland
6 11 0 a Cincinnati underwriter's associa35 00 Men's and Young Men's Suits now_
talia, Inverness, Jim T. Duffy and the
Wash ington
2 7 1 tion, inspected the City of St. Joseph
Margaret; Holcomb-Hayes - Lyda
Batteries-Liebhardt and Clarke; at the ways yesterday, for
insurance and the Blue Spot; West Kentucky
Falkengerg, Gehring and \Varner.
and pronounced,the hull on the St. Coal company--Harth, Fannie WalRUE Joseph to be the finest he had seen
X BOR
lace and Brownie; Big Four Tie consSt. Louis
4 10 '2 in years. Who St. Joseph is 6 years
pany-T. H. Benton and Ida Mack;
New York
6 10 2 old and the hull, with the exception
Independent boats, Henrietta, MarBatteries - Glade and Stevens: of a few planks, was perfectly
(14e/A9W°11111.
good than Hennen, Mary Michael and
TE.P5
,Orth, Kitson, Moore, Klenow and It was built in the Missouri.
Mi.i.,;e131:1•(
Captain Charles Turner; St. Bernard Coal
Thomas.
AND BROAtattlAT
Price will take his boat to Memphis company-Mary N. Total, 19.
ESTABLISHED 1E68
the last of this week.
Everything is done on the C. M.
CLOTHES
- Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
The Thomas H. Benton, of the Big Pate but a rudder and the boat
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE- Four Tie company, is much too
large be in the river tomorrow morning.
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma- for the upper Tennessee river
trade,
The Dick Fowler cleared on time
laria and builds up the system. For according to river
men who saw that for Cairo this morning and will have
grown
peopleand
children,
50e.
5
(MAR STARTS A BLAZE
towboat trying to get through bad a busy day in the wheat business.
place of business a few doors blow.
IN REAR. OF A SALOON. The No. 1 fire company was warned
places in the river. The guards will
The Saltillo will arrive Wedncr"But.'
protested
the
dealer, "these be cut down sharply and
and burst open the door. Fire had
the head of day night or Thursday from the Tenare good chickens, ma'am."
the boat will be squared off like a nessee river returning to St. Louis.
Fire was discoVered In the saloon started rear the rear staircase, evi"If that's true,"
replied
Mrs. towboat.
of Ed Eaker, on North Fourth street, dently from a cigar or cigarette
Housekeep, "there's no truth in the
Hunting ought to be good in Padubetween 12 and 1 o'clock this morn- stump. Damage amounting to about
official Forecasts.
old saying."
cah for a few days, as three coons
ing. by Kenney Murray, another sa- $100 was done: Insurance is carried.
The Ohio rivet at Evansville and
"What old saying, ma'am?"
escaped from theIr cage at the wharf Mt. Vernon, not much change during
loon man, who was passing the Eaker
":The good die young'"boat last niglitgfid scampered U the next 12 hours, then rise. At Paitifoon en route hot& fr
hi own
rse Run want ad.i. or 1411111t11.
itclelphia Mess.
the hill. They belonged to a travel- ducah not much change during the
ing show brought up on the Dick next 24 hours. At Cairo will con,
Fowler last night.
ttnue Habig during the next 24 to 36
Barges are the scarcest things on hours.
the river nowadays. Nearly all the
The Tennessee from Florence to
Paducah towboats have to wait a below Johnsonville, will
probably
day or so after each trip to get emp- continue falling slowly during the
ties. Joppa is blocked off with barges next 24 hours.
all the time though ties are handled
The Mississippi from
below St
rapidly there.
Louis to Cairo will continue rising
The Gate City,•a small but good during the next 24 toNir hours.
towboat of this port is assisting in
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
the harbor work at Joppa.
continue rising during the next 24
The Blue Spot will go out after hours.
ties again when empties can be procured.
CAIRO SENSATION.
The American is in from the Tennessee river with ties which will be Presbyterian Girls Called Down for
ualsrded at Joppa.
Entering a Saloon.
Rather than se the ties rot, the
Ayer-Lord Tie company is having
Ciaro, Ill., July 23.-A small sensolhe brought up from Tennessee by saticn was sprung in the Presbyterian
rail. It is expensive but towboat fa- church today when Rev. Buchanan
cilities are not sufficient to handle in a sermon said that he regretted
all the business in sight. Every pack- that certain young lady members of
et running in the Tennessee river is his congregation had visited a saloon
besieged all the time with offers to He did not condemn them as bitterly
bring out ties and sometimes 14 cents as might have been expected, but Sal''
apiece are given for carrying them. that their act 0ohably was one of imThe Chattanooga and the Clyde and pulse, but that atinh impulses should
Kentucky occasionally
bring out be guarded against.
It has since been learned that a
some.
The Clyde arrived last night on number of young women had taken
time from the Tennessee river and up a dare made by their male escorts
today is unloading a big trip at Jop- a few nights previous and entered a
saloon. It is positively stated, however, that nothing stronger than soda
water and lemonade* were indulged
in. All might have ended well, as
the hour was late and the streets and
IK)N'T FORGET
saloon were almost deserted, but on
leaving the merry crowd ran plumb
GEO. ROCK SHOE (4).
into Rev. Bucjianan, who happened
to be passing.
THURSDAY
Look for
on Every
Her Maiden Effort.
our name
Mattress
A certain judge had been away
2 TO 6 P. M.
from his native eity for several years
the inside of the very Mattress you buy.
and upon his return found it difficult
sometimes to recognize former acThe most important thing in buying a mattress-IS TO KNOW WHAT'S
quaintances. One morning a youngINSIDE. In buying the "STEARNS & FOSTER" you are absolutely safe
ish woman, accompanied by a tall
against any impure admixtures, such as"SHODDIED" old clothes-"MILL
boy, entered the trolley car and sat
SWEEPINGS," etc. Such stuff is not only worthless but unfit for any person
down next the judge.
to sleep upon, if they value their health.
"How do you do, judge?" she said
cordiall. "I don't believe you remernThe original "Laced Opening" on all Stearns & Foster Mattresses allows
you
her me? I am Mrs. X."
to see WHAT'S INSIDE.
"Why, RO It Is! Mrs. X., I am delighted to meet you again. How do
*IP
Oper
Ci01041
And who is this with you?
you do
This il!Vief
R can't be your son! Bless me, 1'
every Mattress
would not believe you bad a son so
big."
The liberal guarantee of The Stearns & Foster Ce. secures you the return
"Oh, yes," replied the guileless
of your money In full, if, at any time after purchase, the next day,
or twenty
Mrs. X., flattered hy his cordiality.
years later, you open the mattress, ANY PLACE, and find the Cotton any differ"He is my first-born-my maiden
ent.from that shown at the "Laced Opening."
effort, judge "-July Lippineotre.

Another Reduction

To Reduce Stock

RUE
Newyork
0 5 1
Chicago
2 5 1
Batteries Willow, Ames and Bowerman; Ruelbach and Kling. ,

Prices Are
Radically Reduced.

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT

0.4
0.3
3.9
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.8
0.8
0.1
1.0
0.6
0.1
0.3

On our entire stock of men's and young men's
three piece suits, including blues and blacks.
$10.00
7.50
1 1.25
15.00

22.50
26.75

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
d

Office Phones

Residence Phones

Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
All H

Eh e

Repairs

25 Per Cent Discount on All Children's Suits

Come in

and let us show you

20c

Electric Hose, the world's best, per .foot

ED. D. HANNAN
-The Sanitary Plumber
Both Phones 201

132 S. Fourth St.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
•

We have several good driving horsvs for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented, C . 1 and see them.

•••

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED
'limy and Boarding Bari.
Foirtli Street and Ittnieciy Avena.
m wnwnWmmn

GUY
NANC
E
&
SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St.

Paducah, Ky.

Motor Boat Garage Company
General Supplies and Repairs
General agents gasoline launches. Boats for excursion parties,
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.

Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's Mill.
Old Phone 1113
•

Cleo. W. Keatterjohn
Residence Phone 1221.

Geo. A. One-drier
Residence Phone 1347.r.4.

PADUCAH PAVING CO.
CONTRACTORS
Granitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing and Walks, Cellar Floors,
Steps and buttresses.
Anything in eetnenreonstruetion we do it Estimates furnished.

Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113-a.

PESTEARISIOSTER
%TRESS

FREE SHOW
-AT--

Wallace Park
8:15

Moncrief Stock.

The "WEBBING PROCESS," employed exclusively in all STEARNS
&
FOSTER Mattresses, unites the tiny Cotton fibres into 300 filmy, lacy webs,
all
of which have acquired the utmost life and resilience. A more Comfortable
more Enduring mattress could not possibly be made.
Several styles-all sold at
the LOWEST PRICES possible to sell honest mattresses.

RHODES BURFORD CO.
112-114116 North Fourth Street
.
,tres"

CASINO
Coroleci, or
Mother and Son

14%

curtain,R:30

•••

A/

In the

•:

Prices lOc and 20c

Women who have recently joined
the Wandsworth (England) Rifle
club have proved so expert in the
use of the rifle that scores of thirtyfive out of a "highest posalble" of
forty frequently been recorded. The
club committee is desirous of securing Other women sharpshooters In
order tta arrange a match between
the men and women.
Every dog may have his day, but
!bore are too many dogs for the days

••t

Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depcnd on their sale by having
a green stamp on the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing without merit and quality is in the bottle.

Early Times
Artd

Jack Beam

•t

TV'ESD 4Y,
•

TURB:11r...

PROgBLY IFTY
PASSENGERS LOST

"The Best is Always the Cheapest"

Doath List of Columbia Hour
ly Grows Less

Personal Accounts of Catastrophe in
Pacific
Ocean
Sus.dcy
Morning.

NAMES

OF THOSE

And when the best is not expensive, why
have anything but the best?

MISSING.

Eureka, Cal., Tu,ly 23.—Hourly the
death list of the marine horror off
d!leudocine county coast shrinks. The
latest edifices are that probably 200
of the 249 persons on
board the
steamer Columbia
escliped 'death,
when that vessel went to the bottom
near Shelter Cove Sunday morning.
One hundred and seventy of the Columbia's passengers and 37 of the
crew were brought to Eureka by the
steamer George W. Elder, which
towed the colliding schooner San
Pedro from the scene of the disaster
to Eureka. A late message from
boats
Shelter Cove says four life
Were picked up, containing nearly GO
Persons. Survivors brought here are
cared for at hotels and houSes.'
Citizens have supplied sufficient
quantities of clothing and all neees
sary medical attention. A committee of citizens, udder the leadership
of Mayor Ricks, has charged itself
with duties of the hour and is performing them with energy and speed.
The segregation of the Columbia's
passenger list shows that in the cabin
it carried 79 men and 90 women, in
steerage 20 men and one woman, a
total of 189. Discrepancies, however, between the full list furnished
by the purser on stalling and some
of the names given by survivors who
have reached here, indicate that the
total number of passengers may have
been greater.

-COPYRIGHT 100
0 P.
MCDOUGALL d1

•ON

McDougall Kitchen Cabinet
for $16.50 to $36.00

' Incidents.

Then in the name of sense, simply because it may cost a couple of dollars
less than the genuine McDougall at the start, is it economy to, buy a cabinet
that youIrsoon discard-? An army of siddef but wiser women could warn
you, as we do, against the cabinet that's "made to sell." Be wise enough to
see the McDougall before buying any other. Come in tomorrow and see the
fine display on our floor.

A life boat arrived at Shelter Cove
containing 16, throe seamen and 13
passengers, of which two are dead.
—F-. -0, -Louts,---et-Pasadena„ was in
the boat with his•wife, who died of
exposure. He lost a eon of nine and
daughter twelve years old. Lours
got his wife and children on the upper deck. A breaker washed off the
cabin and knocked them into the
sea. He then got his family on a
piece of wreckage and floated two
hours before taken into a boat. He
does not know where the children
were lost.
Among the survivors rescued and
carried north to :this port by the
George W. Elder, are men and, women,from a score of states, not a few
from the middle west. Among these
are a number of school teachers who
were taking, a sea voeage on their
home trip from the annual convention of the national educa(Ional assoelatica at Los Angeles.

•

4.

,

•

When you can get a Kitchen Cabinet that lasts a lifetime, pays for itself quickly in the supplies it saves and then
does half your kitchen work for nothing as long as you
live.
When you get a Kitchen Cabinet that is carefully made
of seasoned material, that will not warp, that retains its
soft, beautiful finish under the hardest usage; that is dustproof, mouse-proof, easily cleaned and perfectly sanitary;
that does not harbor vermin or become a nuisance in any
way;in other words, when you can get a genuine

Eight minutes after the San Pedro
struck the Columbint the latter vessel
filled and sank. The night salon
watchman notified the passengers to
.. weimwaawaammile
go to the upper deck, Without their
---clothing they climbed out of their he was transferred to a boat and shot across the path of the San Pe- &line Behlen, Miss Gertrude Butler,
wei.vr IS HUMIllaITY?
On the other hand if, under like conberths and rushed out. It was only died of cold and exposure. His dro. He says that signals were ex- Mrs. J. Benson, Mrs. Jane Beat, Mrs.
ditions, the temperature is decreased,
changed between both vessels, but Jane Best, Miss A.- Bernal, Mies Question is Answered From Stand- the capacity of the air for holding
two or three minutes before the daughter was saved,
s
point of Weather Bureau.
decks were awash. Six boats and
the there was hardly time enough to Clara Carpenter. Miss Ruby Cooper,
moisture in suspension is lessened
Two hours after -the wreck
three life rafts were cut loose and as fog lifted and a cold wind blew, and slacken speed or make any prepara- J. W. Carpenter, Chew Mook, Miss
During the numerous discussions of and precipitation takes place.
many passengers as *possible
were people in the boats suffered greatly! tion to Meet the inevitable disaster. Lena Cooper, Mrs. A. S. Cornell,Mrs. weather conditions these days the hucollision occurred R. B. Cannon, Marlon Classby, Miss midity of the
crowded into them.
There was
atmosphere is often re
0 Swanson, of San Pedro, was at Passengers say the
Not On a Credit.
scarcely any evidence of a panic with the wheel when the collision occur- at 12:30 or thereabouts, that it had A. B. Cornell, L. Ciassby and wife. marked
upon. Humidity, front a
In
at
one
but
the
Steven
Classby.
J.
C.
of the Upper Peninsula
Durham,
misty
and
foggy,
L.
L.
been
women acting heroically. The crew red. In his report the blame is laid
weather bureau standpoint, Is excounties of Michigan is a lawyer, not
of the
in Pedro immediately low- to the Columbia's officers. Other time of the disaster the weather had Drake, Jr., Mrs. L. L. Drake, F. S. plained as follows:
a bad fellow, but possessing the caered boats and picked up a large members of the crew of the San Pe- -cleared somewhat and after the col- Drake Mrs. K. Gagalda. W. Graham,
"Relative humidity is a convenient
pacity to say the wrong thing at the
be
Mrs.
A.
Gray,
Gordon,
could
Miss
Blanche
Pedro
San
the
steamer
Union
number of survivors
while boats dro substantiate Swanson.
says
term used to express the amount of
from the Columbia lay to by by the the order was given him when the seen, where she had drifted away a Frank Giune, Mrs. A. Happ, L. S. moisture in the air as compared with right time, says the Green Bag. He
was recently employed as attorney
quarter of a mile. That some poor Hill C. H. Harrington, Miss K. HaySan Pedro.
the amount the air would hold in suslookout sighted the Columbia, to put
for the plaintiff In an actioh before
den, Mrs. W. H. Ingalls. E. B. Keev' Captain Doren and First Officer the wheel hard to port. This carried navigation was -made and that the
pension if it were completely satu- a justice
some er, Miss Grace F. Kellar, -Miss Effie
growing out of an assault.
Whitney were on deck when the Co- the Ran Pedro seaward, apparently lives lost are on the head of
rated. That is to say, if the air is The defendant
and plaintiff are laborconceded. It is said Kellar, Mrs. G. A. Kellar, Miss Alma
Is
generally
one
lumbia sank, the captain's last words out of the way of the approaching
completely
saturated,
the
relative
huers, both foreigners, and the defendthe San Pedro was under a slow bell B. Kellar, E. G. Liggett, Miss Florbeing: "God bless you."
of
midity is 100 per cent, but If it eon- ant, as WW2
vessel. Short toots from whistles
as process was served,
the Calumbia, according to tes- ence Lewis-, Ray Lewis, 0. S. Lewis
AcordIng to Purser J. E. Byrnes. both vessels warned the skippers. and
tains only one-half of the amount of anxious to settle,
went to see the
timony of passengers, was going • at and wife. Lewis Malkus and wife, C.
of the Columbia, there were 19-0 pas- The Columbia was on the coast side
suspension,
its
relative
humidity
Is
plaintiff's attorney to effect a comfull speed. It is said she was headed E. C. Mehies Miss B. Musser, L. Mesel:liters aboard, 168 first elms, 22 Apparently both vessels were proonly
Ssil
per cent, and, so on. Along promise. He had no money, but
west when the- collision occurred and ro, Miss Julia Matek, John Miller, C.
was
steerag and 00 crew. It is known ceeding at full speed. If all had
with this explanation should go the profuse in hie promises to
fix it up
one passenger stated the Columbia W. Merri:I, M. Mayo, John D. McFathat l'a7 passengers have been saved gone well, the San Pedro would have
additional
information
that
the
perMiss
"pay day." and told the attorney If
dyn, Miss Margaret McKearnese
crossed the bow ciS: the San Pedro.
and 37 cf the crew. The exact num- cleared the Columbia, but it is evicentage of relative humidity does not he consented to fixing the matter
up
R. Hawse, third officer of the Co- Louise I). Nake, Miss Nellie A. Nake,
Cove
is
uncertain,
but
ber at Shelter
dent that the order to "put wheel lumbia, said he was in his room at Miss Mary Parsons, J. E. Paul and depend upon the actual amount of he would make it right with him peris reported to be about fifty.
hard to starboard" was given on the the time of the wreck and he noted wife, J. Preinua, Sarah A. Roberts, P. moisture in the air, but on the tem- sonally. Assuming that dignity which
Jest as the Columbia was sinking Columbia. This sent her
directly the shock and heard the alarm given., Roberteon. M. J. Bateman, Mrs. Wm. perature of the air. To illustrate, pertains to the profeselon, and filled
her boilers exploded. This couuter- across the bow of the steam,schooner. He makes the official statement that Settle,
A Smith, Sarah Schutt, when, at, any time, the air is com- with righteous indif/ttation over the
many Whether the speed of each
vessel the Columbia floated 11 minutes af- Miss Cora Scholl, J. B. Springer, pletely stiturated, an increase of tem- mere suggestions of payment from
acted the suction and saved
lives.
vas slackened is immaterial, for the ter the San Pedro struck her. Officer Miss Elsie Maystone, George T. perature will increase its capacity for the opposition, he replied in just anFamilies Separated.
crash of the vessels was terrific. The Hawse tells of the heroic rescue of a Sparks, Miss Frances Schreeder. Mrs, holding moisture, and If none is add- ger:
Husbands and wives were separat- Columbia, an Iron vessel, bore the woman by Miss Mabelle Watson of E. Silva, A. S. Pieter, E. Silva, W. C. ed the relative humidity is decreased
!'My dear sir, I am the plaintiff's
ed and fathers and mothers and chil- brunt of the impact and her iron . Berkeley, Cal, Miss Watson was in Todd, Mrs. A. S. Todd, B. Vlants, K.
dren became lost to each other in plates got a gash seven feet across; one of the small boats with about 20 P. Winters, G. F. Wilson, Mrs. A.
the exeitement when the boats coblid- the forward hatch and allowed the,passengers and crew. The boat cap- Waller, Miss H. Wright, Roland Wined. The only dead person caught by water free Ingress at a great velocity.' sized when the ship went under and ters, C. W. Winslow and wife, Wm.
the Elder was George T. gintrks, pres
they all went down. Only a doses Waller, Miss Edna Wallace, Miss B.
Bettor Warns.
White, E. A.
ident of the bank at Ft. Smith, Afk.
S G. Patterson, a sallor.aboard the who had on life preservers came up.,Wallace, Miss W. W.
He and his daughter were on their Columbia, was on watch on the fore- Miss Watson had been In the water Wallin, .1. K. Young.
sway home, Sparks when pulled on castle and said he could see the 30 minute-s when a young woman apAn old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an outlet for the impurities and
INJURED BY STORM.
to the life raft was weak from swal- lights of the San Pedro some hun- pealed to her for help. The young
poisons which are in the blood, and as long as this vital fluid remains in
lowing salt water and shortly after dreds of yards- away. He gave notice Woman had put her life preservers
this impure, contaminated state the place will never heal. The application
Hundred yard, of salves, washes, powders, etc., may cause the spot to scab over, but a fresh
of this fact in a shout Bs his supe- on wrong and could not keep her Victim is Blown OM'
Fence.
leo",
outpouring of diseased matter from the blood starts it again, and thus it goes
and !Aside Against
riors on the bridge. What they did head above water for almost two
girl was unconseioua
The
Williston, N. D., July 2'.—A ter- on, gradually growing worse and slowly affecting the entire health of the
he does not know, but the Columbia hours.
most of the time. When Officer rine wind, hall and rain storm last sufferer. There are many ways in which the blood becomes contaminated
Hawse approached In a boat and ask- night
destroyed fifteen dwelling and poisoned. A long spell of sickness breeds disease germs in the system,
her houses, injured 25 people, two of the failure of the eliminative menthe= to remove the refuse and waste matter
ed Miss Watson to give him
hand so that he could help her In, she them probably fatally and did much of the body. the excessive use of mineral medicines in certain diseases, all
leiused assistance until they had other damage to property in this city Infect the'Awd with morbid matter and germs which sooner or later is manlifted the nnconscious companion on and surrounding country. Those be- ifested by a sore that refuses to heal. Persons with inherited blood taint are
If you need a cook, a house girl
board. When the two girls were ta- lieved to be fatally hurt are a man very apt to be afflicted with sores and ulcers, The taint may lie dormant
or house boy call old phone
ken on board of the iSan Pedro the named Holmes and a Mrs. C011ineon. during young, vigorous life, but when middle age is reached or passed and
grow weaker, the tissues in some weak point
doctors said Miss Watson's compan- Mrs. Collinson and het baby were the natural energies begin to
.-)10-r. We have a good list of
down
and
chronic
sore
is formed and kept open by the constant
break
a
POWDERS
ion was beyond recovery, but they blown out of a house for abbot 10')
house servants always. We can
dvaisafre of impure matter from the blood. If the cause is not removed the
Worked hard and the young woman yards. landing against a wire fence.
also furnish colored laborers
The only pure &net
sore will continue to grow worse by eating deeper into the flesh, festering,
Is now all rlght. Miss Watson is 16
to contractors.
w dein MID 11010w:tie
The house was entirely deetrclyed
discharging, and slowly undermining the constitution. S. S. S. heals old
Old.
yeara
remedy.
totes by going down to the very bottom of the trouble, driving out the
The Misusing.
The only time a woman does not impurities and building up the entire circulation. When S.S. S. has removed
All
Following is the Bet of missing, of exaggerate is when she Is telling her the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins to heal, new
'Woggle.
whom probably at least 60 are stett- own age.
flesh is formed, and soon the place is cured. Do not depend on external
11M110
,
11"..011-01
,
10
./01‘.41 01.1.111
,
-11Y/11,
ed altagg the coast:
applications, which do not reach the blood, but begin the use of S. S. S. and
Cld Phone 599 r
For eale red guaranteed by
Franklin Auloff. Miss Anna A.
The proper height for a modest remove of the cause, and then the sore must heal. Book on Sores and Ulcer,:
1 1 8 Kentucky Avenue.
Kession, Mrs. R. Anderson, W. J. maiden to rate her skirt on a rainy sod iiedical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Bachman, E. Butler and wife, Mies day Is just above two fast.
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HEALS
• J. J• OLD SORES

44

EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
CURE

Johnson & Reynolds

Price 10

W. B. MTHERSON

Sl1.•

DON'T FORGET
GEO. ROCK SHOE CO:
THURSDAY
2 TO 0 P. M.

attorney in this case and can't accept any compromise without consulting my client, and you
must not
come to rue with such a proposition
want )ou people to distinctly understand ouce for all that )oit can't
/bribe an honest lawyer on credit."
A census of Egypt Is being taken.
In 1897 the population was less than
10,000,000 and now Ft is thought to
be over 13,000,000

Gee Whiz!
Sanderson furnishes
25c paper and does
the work all complete for only one
dollar per room
down, balance
weekly. Closing out
thii season's odd
patterns and right
now is your chance
to get a bargain.
Ring 1513 or call at
428 Broadway,

Sand erstion,
Perkins Co.I
nr111111111.111111111111

PAINS YOU*

Y,

ILTIZJADUCAll st
.inaga sus

reLT

z%awaanteeltretawrirlaupefirftm--iora-vrinulturpqr Laso--mharnewat.ervill
WORK
g
IS PROGRESSING
Third Day of Our

visitations of packet lines of this and
Vabucab Sun• other
ca.es that !seep doe n
INSTITUTE
AFTEle11100N ARO WEEKLY

THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
•

INCORPORATED.
F. M. FlatiEft, Preeldant
la J. PA-1[T0N. General Man,ger.
Entered at the postotece at Paductes.
eecond oleos matter.
KylistEIPTIUM IltaTEs
THE DAILY SUN
.10
By carrier, per week
By mail. per Month in advance... .25
By mail, per year. Is advance .52.50
THE IA EMILY SUN
postage paid-51.0S
Per year, by
Address THE SUN. Paducah. Ky.
Phone 355°Mae, 115 South Third.
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
'York. representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the following places.
R. D. Clements & Co.
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House,
John Wilhelm.

freight rates of Paducah. Chat Canoe
ga has four times sie many railroad*,
radiating in eery direction, but she
has not the cheap rates of this city.
of
She Is located In the junctiou
great mountain valleys stud the raftroads, north, south, east and west,
must pass there, but the river transportation is the great leveler. Chattanooga men are willing to risk a
losing venture in order to keep Up
,
river traffic.
So long as there are steamboats
passing up and down the four rivers,
Paducah will be one of the foremost
river towns, for they have to pass
her. But do we always realize in a
practical way the immense advantage
in rates, which accrues to us? The
advantage is of little worth, if we
do not make use of it. We have lying
back of us and below us raw material, which is actually shipped past
this city to be manufactured, and
then shipped back to be sold for consumption. Why shouldn't Paducah be
made the 'transforming point? Why
cannot all this raw material be shipped here, manofaetured into merand then
chantable commodities
shipped to the four points of the
compass? Our transportation facilities constitute our chief assets in
drawing trade, and we must stress
th.s point.

Teachers Pleased With Meeting at Court House
Something About County Superb'.
tendente in the Past-Thirty.
fifth Meet.hsg,

I
i

i
THE TOPICS DISCUSSED TODAY

J UL Y CLEARANCESA LE
Tomorrow is the third day of our Annual July Clearance Sale.
It's possible you were at the sale today, so you have an idea of what
we are doing in the way of getting rid of 'summer goods. Come
down early tomorrow; shop in the cool of the morning and you
.:
:.•
::
will enjoy your visit.
::
::

Under the most auspicious circumstances the thirty-fifth annual Teachers' institute of McCracken county
convened for a five days' session at
the county court house. This is the
first time this body has ever met at
TUESDAY, JULY 23.
the court house, and yesterday it was
12's e Percales, 36 inch._
10C
found that it was the ideal place for
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
an institute.
15c Percales, 36 inch. _.12‘C
The institute was organized in
7!i
- c Apron Gingham.
-6c
June, 1907,
1873 by Prof. J. T. Ross, the oldest
and youngest of our pedagogues, and
R'andlolph Held at Arcadia.
Prof.
3938
3949
15
1
25c Belts.______
Ross was the county board of ex3955
3953
17
I
When those 30,000 cubic feet of aminers and Mr. Reid county super3937
50c Belts
18
3950
4
3932 gas escaped at Tenth and Madison intendent.
19
3916
5
50e to $1.00 Belts
______
,
The superintendents after Mr. Reid
3919
6
3936 streets Sunday night, residents of
2-0
3957 the neighborhood probably thought were George C. Thompson, Dennis
21
3981
7
Hogan, Tobe Houser, Johnson Hous956 the campaign bad opened.
22 •
3981
8
65c Mercerized Damask, 64 inch ___________ 49C
er, Jesse Gilbert, A. M. Rouse, J. W.
3955
24
3945
:0
75c Linen Damask, 70 inch_
69C
25
4040.
3945
11
We can't help believing that the Hughes, A. M. Ragsdale and S. J.
3940 Sunday paper artists photographed Billington.
4038
26
12
11.25 Linen Damask. 68 inch98C
The committee on program was
3944 tin soldiers in a 10 cent store, and
27
3894
13
$1.50 Linen Damask, 72
1.25
follows:
Misses
3954 called them pictures of the emperor appointed today as
28
3969
14
$3.50 Napkins, all linen.
$2.49
Dora Draffen, Patti Chambers and
3942 of Korea.
29
Middleton
has
prepared
A.
Mr.
$2.0
W.
Napkins,
all
linen
____________
$1.58
98.834
Total
excellent list of live subjects,
4072
Average for June, 1966
Not even a policeman may violate an
3953 the law without suffering for it. fraught with many topics of much
Average for June, 1907
35c Sheer Dress Linen, 36 inch .___
Personally appeared before me, Fifty-two of Louisville's "finest" are interest. Instructor T. J. Coates Is,
25C
educathis July 1, 19,07, E. 3, Paxton, gen- on the carpet before the board of an able man and' is causing an
15e Long Cloth.
_12
teach1
among
awakening
the
tional
eral manager of The Sun, who af- public safety. They will be in the
25c Colored Lawns
The teachers are proud of theiri
.
15C
firms that the above statement of the criminal court before
they get era.
corconsequence,
and,
as
meeting,
a
15c Colored Lawns.
criculation of The Sun for the month through. Chief Gunther was recently
to the
extend an invitation
af June, 1907, is true to the best of retired on a pension of nearly $1,000 dially
50c Wool Dress Goods, light colors
attend, especially the teacha year. He will lose this bonus, if!public to
hie knowlet!ge and belief.
program
school.
The
city
cf
the
found guilty. These men merely for ers
PETER PURYEAR,
with many featthe advantage, of their political party, today was replete
Notary Public.
49c Wash Silks, all colors.
ures.
My commission expirts January assaulted citizens at the polls, aided
Work.
To
Hard
Down
Fancy Silks, all kinds
$1.00
repeaters in impersonating legal vot22, 19.08.
Yesterday afternoon little actual
$1.50
Black Taffeta, 36 inch
ers,' and even stole ballot boxes, to
$ 1.
but this morning the
prevent citizens of the opposite po- work was done,
75c
Crepe
de Chene, all colors.
59C
to hard work.
down
settled
- Daily Thought.
Institute
litical faith voting, and now they
••••••••••••••••••••,•••••••
"Seating of students" was a sub"He who is always hearing and an- must pay the penalty. Some of them
DRY00OD.9 &
swering the call of life to be thought- by reason of their titles stood big/ ject which brought forth much titsCARPET.9
ful and brave and self-sacrificing,
- In the estimation of the community, eussion. The principal discussion was
Emerson
be alone can safely hear the other and men higher up may be gathed made by Atlas Knott and
.
THE STORE
given by
cry of life, tempting him to be happy into the net, if the patrolmen decide Jett. Views in general were
Ltr THE PEOPLE
the subjecAproved to be
and. enjoy."-Phillips Brooks.
to''peach", and who can blame them. others, but
in the selection of
If the policemen were guilty of law- well assigned
Jett.
and
Knott
Messrs.
lessness, they were no doubt obeying
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
"Management of classes" was a
the
orders
of
the
board
of
public
For Governor-Augustus E. WEIespecial interest.
safety. If they we're disobeying the subject arousing
111011. of Lorisville.
Finley 'and H. C. Elliott
K.
Messrs.
disshould
board,
have been
they
For Lieutenant Governor-W. H
n.
d
%k,
on
.ocrussia
th
eet
a dis
missed from the service, but they iled„s
Oox, of Mason county.
study period" was Coates and Miss Ruby Knott led the
were not. A policeman can hardly be
For
General-James
Attorney
assigned to Miss discussion.
stand all the responsibili- a difficult subject
expected
to
Breathitt, of _Christian county. - Primary reading and the need of
years of exty for doing what he was ordered to May Ellis. She has had
Pastoa.
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of
her
work
and
school
perience
in
frequent
review, was
a subject
do to hold his job. There are some
President.
Cashier.
Ansiatent Oanadr.
Mercer county.
was one call- ably discussed by George Miller.
subject
the
of
cussion
high-toned rascals in Louisville, who
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Faring forth much' applause and many, "Need of'preparat ion in reading,"
t, ripe for punishment.
ley, of McCracken county.
expreasions of admiration. Every was a subject assigned to Mr. C. Alex AND SOMEBODY TOOK HIM IN
FOR $20 LAST NIGHT.
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben
word of Miss Ellis' spoke of experi- ander, and he handled it InterestA WORD TO THE WISE.
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
ence, "the dearest, but best teacher." ingly.
By unanimous consent the anti-saFor Superintendent of Public In"Arithmetical methods" was inter"Incentives and how to use them,"
lacerrrrrtad
Itructioa-J. S. :lrabbe, of
Boyd loon league has decided to postpone estingly discussed by Mr. Ira
•
was discussed by K. Finley.
Livingston
County
'Man
Forced
to
'any
effort
to
precipitate
county.
a local option
In "number work" Instructor T. J.
"Teaching children to study," was
Pawn His Watch to Get to
Capital
,
••••.0"Ill.! • ••i-J.
0.•
8100,006
For Commissioner of Agriculture election until next spring. This acdiscussed by W. A. Middleton with
Lola.
t:on may be accepted as indicating
Pimplos
•."
•••
C. Rankin, of Henry county.
60.0001
great success
serockholdereliability ,.•10
For Clerk of Court of Appeals- whatever the particular critic of the
t•-•••
0
100,00
•".• .1.•
Me.••
side
Lights.
gentlemen engaged in the propaganNapier -Adams, of Pulaski county.
Juse
before
going
into
da
the
desires •to think; -but we wish to
after
DON'T FORGET
For Legislature-George 0. Mcvote' security to deponitors
$2150,0oe
Penniless, the victim of tt.:eves
noon program Chairman S. J. Billsay just this to the saloonkeepers
Broom
Accounts of Individuals and firma solicited. We appreciate
and among strangers, Samuel J.
ington
informed
those
The
next
six
present
months
that
may
be
considMayor
James P. Smith
small as well as large depositor.: and aecord to all the same
GEO. ROCK SHOE 00.
they would have to pay a ;2 fee in- Vaughan, formerly of Lola., LivingCity Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin ered by them as a period of probawurtenous treat meat
stead
of
$1.75
as
originally expected. ston county, was forced to pledge his
City Treasurer
John J. Dorian tion. The Sun Is inclined to the opinTHURSDAY
The expense of the institute will be tine watch at the Union passenger
City Clerk
George Lehnhard ion that the saloonkeepers hold their
greater than anticipated.
Station to secure funds with which to
City Jailer
George Andrecht fates in their own hands. Chief of
By a unanimous vote the members reach Lola this morning. Police are
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith Police Collins is engaged in a crusade
2 TO 6 P. M.
of the institute were permitted to re- searching or a man whose descripviolators and the
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry
R. against Sunday
move their coats.
tion was given ahem by Vaughan and
Hank, G. M. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C. conductors of disorderly resorts. The
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 °CLOCK realization may have penetrated the
The hours of meeting in the after- who is suspected of having rejieved
H. Cherub:in, W. T. Miller.
noon will be 2 to 5 p. m.
the Livingston county man of his
Councilmen- Second eard, Al
E. understanding of such persons by
money.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me- this time, that Chief Collins is in
The
EnroUraent.
1111a...4110401111.41115.4111"01111110•41
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston:,earnest. Some of them may also have
Today brought many more teachVaughan reached Paducah from
comprehension that
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- some vague
ore into the institute, and the follow- Cairo last night at 7:45 o'clock an3
judgments in the police court are aler; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
ing are additional enrolled since yes- met strangers with whom he drank.
School Trustees- First ward, W. M. ways followed with a revocation of
terday: Annabel Acker, city; Ray He remembers little about what Paducah may come this fall, and it is others In a
carnival company he:a
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; their licenses.
Bean, county; CIlde Edward's, Sym- transpired, except that when he came
definitely assured that a spring carn- sevetal years ago, is in the city, havThird ward, II. S. Wells and
A saloon keeper, who v:o:ates the
smile; Maggie Harrison, Lone Oak; to himself this morning he was penniJ. H. Garrison; Fourth
ward, Sunday closing law, is entitled to no
W. H. Elliott, city; Patti Chambers, less, having been relieved of $20. He ival will be held. H. F. Bryan, of ing Izone.ciut of the saloon business
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kei- more consideration than is a bur- •
city; Willie Ezell, city; Gertrude reported to the police his loss and Cincinnati, representing the Robin- in Sheffield, Ala. Mr. Lagamarsino
ly; Fifth ward, I. 0, Walker; glar or a highwayman; but
Nicholson, Mayfield; Nettle Perkins, will recognize the strangers he was son Carnival company, is registered with Mr. G. R. Davis, Sam Simon and
these
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed men have been warned
Kevil and Lou Harper, Woodville.
with if he sees them again. Vaughan at the Belvedere and for several days others will form a company to bring
repeatedly
Morris.
Submission to nominal fines in the
has been IQ conference with local a carnival here next spring.
has ben in Louisiana.
police court and open defiance of ths
promoters with a view of having •
Won't Plead Guilty.
power of the executive arm of the
carnival here next fall. L. A. LagPADUCAH'S ADVANTAGE.
Washington, July 23.-A repreMay Have Spring carnival.
The less tired an automobile is
"There are but two river towns In government, is nothing Ices than an
sentative of the American Tobacco
Revival of the annual carnival in &margin°, who was associated with the harder it goes.
the country, Memphis and Paducah," aggravatton of the original offense
company said today there was no
.ats E. G. Rigg, of Chattanooga, Successful defiance will result only in
truth in the published report that
traffic manager of the Chattanooga the people strengthening the executhe eonapany was planning to diviie
Packet company, repeating the worth; live arm. The American people 'are
the trust into nominally independ•
of a government river man, who long suffering, but they will never
ent corporations, so as to meet the
permit any set of men to flagrantly 1
ought to know.
approval of the government, before
violate the Sabbath ordinances.
the latter's suit for monopoly comes
"Paducah enjoys the finest freight
up for trial.
rates of any city in the south." says , There are saloon keepers in Padu"This denial can be put down as
0. I.. Bunn, the companion of Mr. cah who keep to the letter and spirit
coming from My. Duke and the other
Riggs, and secretary of the Chatta- of the law. The percentage of them,
officials of the company," he added.
nooga Manufacturers' association, a perhaps, is large; hut that fact will
"We will make answer to the govposition, which makes it necessary not save them, if even one persaes
The wise men and mothers
for him to know all about compare- in breaking the laws. Public opinion
ernment's complaint in the proper
are
buying their
present
does not distinguish between individ-,
place-that is, in the United States
the freight rates.
wants In clothes, as well as
These two tributes to this c ity are mils. It looks only to conditions, and
courts."
significant. They come from men its remedies are specifics for the untheir
future requirements
'Edwin P. Grosvenor, special astrained to observe, and required by derlying causes of the conditions
sistant to the attorney general, also
during our cut price sales.
the nature of their business to ob- There are many citizen's, who regard
doubted the truth of the report.
Why not? Every garment
serve the conditions of which they this question of local option front a
Neither Mr. McReynolds nor himselt
14 • rut One-Fourth, which
had had, he said, any intimation
speak. It xequires but the glance of practical point of view, and .there
is a
•
an uneducated eye to realize that an honest difference of opinion be
from the tobacco concern that its
great saving.
Padueah holds in some sort a strat- twee n those who favor license and
managers were in a contrite mood
for their alleged Bin and were ready
egic commercial position, by reason those who favor prohibition. But, if
All Men's and Boys' Suits
the
saloon keepers permit violations •
to confess their monopoly of the toof her location at the confluence of
are reduced One-Fourth.
the Tennessee end Ohio rivers and of law to continue, until the issue
bacco business.
her proximity to the Cumberland rind becomes one of pure morallty•vs. I:the Mississippi. Paducah :II a diva cense, the result can be too plainly se
All Boys' Knee Pants are
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WA IT
'ion end of the great natural corn- foreseen.
Seery elms, makes you feeibetter. IA:-Pros
reduced
One-Fourth.
wen carriers of the United States.
The Sun repeats, the fate of the sa
Seeps your whole insides right. hold no the
No effort can be made by any city loon keepers Is In' their own hands
6,0117-bliCk else reerywnere. Pelee 50 cents.
on the great waterways without Pa- Those, who do not violate the law
ducats reaping a measure of advent- Intuit aid the police department In
"Train holdups,•0 said the old traypacket company, of which weeding out the violators of the law
age.
eier, "are nothing new for me. I've
Mr, Riggs Is the managing head, Is They must not only be penalized for
in lots of them."
primarily seeking to Improve the their lawlessness, but their licenses
"How does it seem to be covered
common* of ebiatenooga and force must be taken away from the a anti
with a revolver?" miked the listener ,
lows *11t rates, but Chattanooga they must be driven from the city,
"Can't say. ryeivrit
alit
ai
v er held
,•-• O.( 40* N4
does not benefit as much as Paducah or compelled to seek ether employup with a whisk,
•
.
c
o
llesseelloolliaeall'olline.tilossillinea
I..
kw
sekunel.
operation.
It is the constant meat.
by its

4I4410111. I

Specials for Tomorrow

to the interest of every thinking woman in reach of this
place to avail herself of the values
we are now offering the community. We say without the
slightest motive of deceiving you
that next season we will have to
pay at wholesale the price for
goods we are offering you at
retail today. Today we cannot
buy many goods in New York for
the money we are asking you, so
take our word for it. If you buy
now you are investinv your money
at about 25 per cent interest.
'Nuff said.
T'S

I

STAPLES

BELTS

19C
29c

DAMASK

DRESS GOODS

lic

10c

SILKS

23c

•

!

Greatest values eves °fired in
Muslin Underwear.

oPytib..daugiai

a

19

°GIL ES

Every day has its harkrains, so
aon't miss a day during sale.
_

1

t

ireitteeknuks.•-war

HE WAS STRANGER

W F.

CITIZENS' SAVINfiS BANK

Faith.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Third and Broadway

1

Money Saving

,

Days on Mens

wallo

and Boys Fine

CLOTHING

LADIES' OPPORTUNITY

Thursday, the 25th, from 2 to 6
m., we
will sell all Oxfords now retailing at $3.50
and $4 00 at the ridiculously low price of

$2•50 the
pair

a

thp

f

Ii&Ubeen

This is no odds and ends sale, but the very latest and best Oxfords
on the market. We are doing this simply to advertise our goods.
This price is for these hours only and for cash, allowing only one
pair to the customer. All sizes and widths in stock. ::

Fal4.94941
- ke.4

?sett-

.

- Triaray,

^"TrE PA.DITAX 7117NIN%t.

lurnbus, ethic, left today at noon for
Columbus, 0.. for a visit to 'theses
and friends. They liege been vieiting
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Sanders, of Aracdia.
Mrs. C. N. Baker and son. Claude,
Oat
of Jefferson street, ,as ,on. J Dieon
alarseameof
Siftings. for a rest.
Pasty ter Visitors.
Deeds Filed.
Miss Ethel Cress, 101: Jeekson
Complimentary ta their guests,
Beta'Trire and wife to Samuel
Mrs. Matt Plies and. daughter, Miss street, 'i ill Of MICeria.
Hamilton, preperty in the C:ark's
et
Mrs. Ed West, Is ill of waited& at river section,
Agnes, of Olympia, Wash., Mr. and
B Waltora to W. H. Wilson
J. E. Baker, 2021 Jeffeiseu her home, 1202 Trinible etre .t
North Property in F.o-slandtown, nee,
Mta. George Jackson,
boulevard, gave a launch party last
night on the river.' In the two Sixth str4et, has returned hems, aftee
Ed Thurman to Fred Roth, proplaunches, "Chestnut" and "Ana," a taree week's' visit to friends and erty in the Glenwood addition, $1
the party made the trip six miles up relatives at Belleviewrklo.
and other considerations.
Little Miss Katie ' Overstreet, of
the Ohio river, where a pretty cove
Mrs. Lena Edinger to Fred and
was explored and supper served. Af- North Tenth street, is visiting Mrs. Pauline Roth, one undivided half inter supper the party roela up and Griffith, of Grahamville.
terest in the undertaking shop of
Corset Covers, made of nainsook, tucked back, lace and
Miss Amelia and Florence Olm- Mattil-Efinger & company, located on
the river for several hours. In
down
beading trimmed_____.............„75C and $1.00
the party were Mesdames L. W. Al- stead have returned to their home In South Third street, for $5,151.
Ladies' Muslin Chemise, trimmed in small ruffle around
britton, E. P. Gilson,, Matt Piles, Evansville after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Nance, Jr., to Guy Nance, powneck.................._____.._....4....
_ 35c
Fifth er of attorney.
W. J. Gilbert, John R. Scott, J. K. August Kerth, 515 South
Muslin Chemise; yoke tucked and embroidery
Greer, J. E. Baker, and Misses Agnes street.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCandless, of
Carney, of Maxeleld, Agnes Piles, of
tom=
trimmed
Marriage License.
50C and 75c
Olymphia, Wash., Mary and Juliet Golconda, III., arrived today to visit
Meadie Normou to Lydell(' EdNainsook Chemise, trimmed in lace and beading,
Kennedy, of Hopkinsville, Gladys Mrs. 'McCandless' parents, Mr. and wards, colored.
tucked yoke__
_
,
........... $1.00
•
Gillium, Della Gilson
and Master Mrs. William Byrd, of South Fifth
William Gilllum, and Messrs. W. B. street.
In Police Court.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Joe ei and
Kennedy, J. E. Baker and Mr. Nagel.
For running a bawdy house Pearl
child are visiting friends in Livinge- McClure, colored, of near Eighth
ton county, and they will go the last street on Harris street, was fined $25
110390,000 ALLOTTED.
Former Paducah Girl Marries.
of this week to Dixon Springs for a and costs in police court this morning
Mrs. Hattie Myers and daughter,
and the case against'Mrs
Drake
Raises by Mississippi River Commis- Nell, 421 South Fourth street, have Sojourn,
Misses Rena and Fannie Coleman, white, who lives In a house adjoinsion Approved.
returned from Nashville, where they
Jefferson street, returned today ing that of the McClure woman, was
-attended the wedding of Miss Jessie of
25. She is
St. Louis, Mo., July 23.--Col. Clin V. White to Mr. J. A. Mather, of after visiting Sarat.84, Niagara Falls continued until July
ton B. Sears, president of the Missis- Chicago. The bride is the daughter the Jamestown exposition and other charged with the same offense
L. A. Kirk, colored, 16 years old,
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
sippi river commission, has been no- of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel White, and cities.
Mr. C. C. , Anderson, the well for striking a negro girl, was held to
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464; tified that the $896,000 allotments she lived in this city during her childoffice 175.
raised by the commission at its meet- hood. She is a cultivated young wo- known electrician of the Foreman the county court.
Dink Williams, cotored, disorderly
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 400% ing in June, have been approved by man and has many friends. Mr. and Bros. shop, has resigned and last
Broadway. Phone 196.
Acting Secretary of War Robert S. Mrs. Mather are residing in Chicago night went to Fulton to accept a conduct, continued.
position traveling for the West Ken-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- Oliver,
Fines: Will Farris and Odia GibMrs. Meyers and daughter spent a
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
son, drunkenness, $5 and costs each;
At the March meting allotments month in Nashville visiting friends tucky Electric company.
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby George Hathaway, colored, disorderly
-We give you better carriage and amounting to nearly $2,000,0.00 were and relatives.
Station this morning on business.
better service for the money than made, and in June an allotment of
conduct, $25 and costs; Mat Grigg,
Mr. Earl Foreman returned this breach or peace, $10 and costs
is given by any transfer company in $100,000 for revetment of the NatchT
ide
for
Visitors.
flaymorning from St. Louis after buying
Air-erica. Fine carriages for special ez river front was approved. BusiIn honor of Miss Gussie Cocke, of electrical fixtures for his firm.
occasions on short notice; also ele- ness men fron that city made a reSentence .Suspended Today.
the
Wickliffe,
guest
of
who
Miss
is
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co quest for $250;400. The
Mr. %V. T. Miller went to Benton
L. A. Kirk, colored, 16 years old
allotments Helen Van Meter and Miss Julia Dab-Palmer House' Is now conducted are all for
was sentenced to three years An the
the section of the Missis- ney, Miss Van Meter entertained last this morning on business.
on both American
and
European sippi river below
Mr. Z. C. Graham went to Murray state reformatory and judgment susCairo. An appro- night with a hay ride over the city.
plans. We shall be pleased to ac- priation of
pended. He la alleged to have struck
$45,000 for tile improve- 1 The party returned to the hostess' this morning on business.
commodate our local patronage in our ment of
Mr. George Theohold
returned Tommie Cole, a colored girl.
the river between Cape Girar home on KentuAty avenue, where recafe and restaurant the same as in deau
months'
and Cairo is being expended in freshments were served on the lawn, this morning from a six
..ifeleffelffte
the past with good service and the building
Appeal Taken.
levees on the Missouri side. which was prettily decorated with trip through the west. Mr. Theobest the market affords.
bold is much improved in health, and
An appeal was taken to circuit
Japanese lanterns and plants. In the will remain
-A hot flue, causing smoke to rise
here for the present at,court from quartetly court by the deBARBER SHOP FOR RENTparty
were
HOTEL
Misses
ARRIVALS.
Carrie
Trueheart
,
from shingles at 82S Clark street
Apply to Jake Biederman, Seventh
least.
fendant in the action of W. F.
Palmer-P. A. Ryan, Chicago; L. of Louisville; Saidee McGinnis, of
street. Possession given at once.
yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock,
Misses Annie and Effie Theobold i egainst E. L. Matlock. The plaintiff
L. Harris, Cedar Falls, Ia.; J. F. Ma- Danville; Gussie Cocks, of Wickliffe;
summoned the Nos. 1, 3 and
and Ida Coucier, of Mayfleld, will'secured a 4udgment for attachment
tire
AGENTS wanted; ladies or gentletele, Memphis; G. D. Hahn, Louis- Nell Jennings, of Louisville;
Mary'leave tomorrow on the
companies. No blaze had started.
steamer City of funds to settle a judgment.
men. Big moneymaker. Call or adville; S. W. Tate, Elbu-rton, Ga.; C. Leigh, of Chicago; Saidee .Stialth
-Kodaks from $1. to $25. Someof Saltillo for St. Louis on a two
dress W.
Warford, an once, 1600
R. Lewis, Glasgow; J. K. McGoodwin, Julia Dabney, Ellen Boswell, Lucything new in the line and all necesor three weeks' visit to friends and SWALLOWED
Tennessee.
CARBOLIC ACID.
Kansas City, Mo.; Mc D. Ferguson, ette Soule, Mary Cave, Sarah Corsary supplies that make kodaking
relatives.
FOR RENT-House 1218 Clay.
La Center; F. C. Nellis, Memphis; S. bett, Grace Hills, Helen Van Meter
LOST- Small yellow Jersey, short
pleasant, at R. D. Clements uSc Co.
Miss Kate Smith, of Longview, Carter County Girl Takes Her Own
D. Levy, Cincinnati; Walker Willis, Mary B. Jennings and' Messrs. Salem
MITCHELLS for high-graae bicy- horn, three year old cow. Reward
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
Tex., arrived today to be the guest of
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
Elkton; A. V. Befallen, Atlanta; J. J. Cope, Robert Guthrie, Clyde Warren
., Life.
paid for information leading to he:
Miss Elizabeth Kelley, 1118 Madison
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
Lon& Washington.
Grayson, Ky., July 23.-Miss Nora
return. J. T. Ellenwood, Phone 2902.
Clark
Bondurant,
Lorenzo
emery,
SHORT
orders
a
specialty.
Page's
street.
phone 351.
Belvedere--C. A. West, Louisville; Robert Fisher, George Wallace, EdSloan, of Deer Creek. this county,
MEN-Our illustrated catalogue
restaurant.
Mr. Milton Wallerstein has return. -Have The Sun mailed to you or H. L. Robinson, Shawneetown, Ill.;
win Cave, Gregory Harth, James Mc- ed after a several weeks' stay at committed suicide by swallowing carexplains how we teach barber trade
any of your friends going away for E. W. Bailey, St. Louis; A. T. HartFOR heating and stovewood ring
'bone acid. She was about twentyGinnis. Will Powell, Reuben BagbY, Dawson Springs.
Ii few weks, mailed free. Moler Barthe summer. The address will be man, Vincennes, Ind.; Lee Campbell,
six years old and one of six sisters, 437 F. Levin.
Gus Elliott and Edwin Randall.
ber College, St. Louis, Mo.
Attorney A. B. Boyd Is sicky.
changed as o:ten as desired, and the Hickman; A. H. Rice, Sugar Tree
all of them teachers In the public
CLEANING and pressing
neatly
threatened with appendicitis.
rate is only 25c a month.
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
Tenn.: H. F. Bryan, Cincinnati.
schools of Carter county. No reason done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
Attorney J. M. Worten is packing
Philathea Club.
how we teach hairdressing, manicurNew Richmond-H. M. Ledbetter.
Mr. Christopher McMahon, the
is known for the rash act,
The Philathea class of the First up his office furniture and...household
ANYTHING in the short order line ing facial massage, etc., in few weeks
well known double bass and tuba Kennett, Mo.; Sam Robertson, Cobb;
Baptist church will entertain tonight goods preparatory to nsov:ng to Okot Pageet restaurant.
mailed free.. Moler College, St
player, has reeeived through Agent T. D. Spence, Woodvinet Will ThomIt's
never
too
late
to
learn,
but
if
with a luncheon at Wallace park in lahoma to reside,
Louis Mo,
FUR
breakfast
D. E, Wilson, a genuine German as, Evansville; Miss M. Bridges,' DesEARLY
wO
Oc
l,
old
Messrs. F. G. Rudolph and Billy You know it all you don't have to get
honor of Miss Ens Bridges, of Macon.
phone 2361.
made bass viol, and will use it this loge, Mo.; Mrs. G. P. Rogers, Smithearly'
in
the
morning.
up
Nashville,
Hills
left
this
morning
for
Ga.,
who is visiting in the city.
FOR SALE-A first class grocery
season in The Kentucky orchestra. land; Mrs. T. H. Reid, La Center: C.
Tenn., on a several days' visit.
FOR DRY
well " located
and
nicely
WOOD, old
phone store,
The instrument is of the old German V. Still, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; F. W. Baslife
in continual need is half 2361.
A
Manager A. L. Joynes, of the Cumstocked. Reason for selling wishing
Mr. Charles Allcott is ill at his
PerryKnight,
Murray;
Frank
well,
and
perfect
in
tone
and
rworkstyle,
- - - eeriest& -Telephone -compsny,---rettirn- aea-t.t1 "Gann n•
Address
- WAN Sal-Boarders. Apply 1012 Jo go in other business.
H. Appleby, Cedar home, 514 Jefferson street.
menship. It was made in Marken- ville, Tenn.;
ed from Mayfield this morning.
11, care Sun.
Broadway.
Mrs.
J.
Golden
S.
Ross
and
Rartee,
Tenn.;
B.
B.
children,
.
VirCreek,
kitchen, Germany.
Mr. Ernest Baumguard, the wellUSEFUL DISCOVERIES.
ginia and James, 507 Harahan boule-WANTEDD-A cook for faintly- Of
FOR SALE--A boarding house,
-Central Labor tinlon will bold Pond.
plumber, went to Dawson
known
vard.
will
return
three. Old phone 1484, ring 2.
tomorrow
with fifteen rooms, water, bath and
from
a
a 'special session tonight to hear a
Springs this morning. Ile has been ill Are Not Always Startling, Neither Do
Mildred- They say young Hug- two weeks' visit to friends and relaWANTED-Wash woman forfam- gas: household geode, bedding and
report of the committee relative
for a month.
they ( reate the slost Talk.
ins wants to marry every girl he tives in Grand Rivers.
everything complete. Good location,
ily
of two. Apply 610 Adams,
Labor Day celebrations.
Dunlap
is
the
attending
Miter Ruby
meets. Clotildae-Then why don't you
Messrs. Thomas Once and 0. L.
Fifteen boarders to start with. AU.
-Place your or.aers tor wed
FOR RENT-Apartment in
big picnic at Almo today.
603
It is not always the greatest, most
you,dear?" Gregory are expected to return toEvIs get some one to introduce
Invitations at home. The Sun
North Sixth street. Geo. Rawleigh dress F. M., 2227 Division street,
discoveries
startling
of
science
that
night from Fort Worth, Tex., where
ansville, Ind.
.showing as great an assortment as
are most useful to the human race.
WANTED-Middle aged white woELEPHANT ATE THE CASH.
you will find anywhere, at prices THOUSANDS CURED OP ECZEMA. they have been on business.
WANTED-For U. S. army: AbleComparatively few people were di- man to keep house for small family
Mrs. Ed Love is visiting Mrs. Pet
much lower than you will have to
bodied unmarried men between ages
Couple's
Honeymoon Was rectly interested in Herschel's find- Old phone 144.0.
And
Rives,
of
Maxon
Mills.
Walker
Patients
at
Records
R.
W.
of
pay elsewhere.
ing of the new planet Uranus, but
FOR RENT-Four room
house of 21 and 35 citiaens of the United
Mr. Thomas Berwick is quite ill at ' Brought to a Sudden Close.
& Co.'s, Attract Attention.
-City subscribers to the
Daily
New
thousands
York,
July
have
many
23.been
Gunda,
benefited
an
Sixteenth
and
Clay
streets,
Hank States, of good character and temhis
home near Heath.
Mr. R. W. Walker & Co., druggists
Sun who wish the delivery of their
perate habits, who can speak, read
elephant
at
the
Bronx
Zoological
which
experiments,
by
Prof.
I:Tina's
Bros.
'Miss Ethel Morrison, of Little Cypapers stopped must notify our col- at Fourth and Broadway, have seand
write English. Men wanted now
ended
Park,
a
abruptly
country
proved
beyond
Dancoua
question
that
l
FOR RENT- Third
floor over
lectors or make *5e requests direct cured the letters and records of hun- press, is Ill from typhoid fever.
for service in Cuba. For information
ple's honeymoon by chewing all their druff and Baldness are the results Frank Just's barber
Mrs.
S.
M.
Matlock
shop,
is
visiting
117
N.
Mrs.
4th'apply to Recrutieg Officer, New Richto The Sun office. No attention will dreds of persons who formerly sufferready cash. The big animal collects , of the inroads of a parasitic germ St. Apply F. M. Fisher,
Post Office,
be paid to such orders when given ed of eczema and psoriasis and have Will Holt, at Florence Station.
mend House, Paducah, Ky.
cents
daily
from
spectators
and
invades
the
roots
which
of
the
hair
Messrs. W. T. and M. T. McCann,
now been cured by simple treatment
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
hoards them in a bank up above his
The discovery of the true cause of
-Don't forget the W. 0. W. dance He also has pictures of a. number of 1127 Madison street, left today for
and hot tamales, call at 111%
head.
baldness made Newbro's
Herpicide
at Wallace Park Thursday night, patients men, women and children a several weeks' trip to the JamesSouth Third street.
Henchliffe
James
and
his
bride,
effectually
Herpicide
kills
possible.
town
exposition,
Washington, and
July 25.
showing the skin-cracked, bleeding
who were just married at Fowling, this germ. Destroy the cause you
FOR SALE-Three well furnished
-For the best and cheapest livery and polluted-while cleansed a few other cities in the east.
DON'T FORGET
rooms of•furniture. Apple 621 South
N. Y.. were standing before °uncle's remove the effect
Dr.
Eddyville,
was
Kingsolving,
of
ring
100,
rigs,
either phone. Cope- months later.
him
Twelfth.
collect
watching
New
pennies
phone
cage
998.
Sold by leading druggists. Two
land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
Here, for instance, is one of the in the city today. He accompanied from the crowd when it suddenly ocGM.'ROCK SHOE CO.
FOR SALE-Iron fence, good consizes, 50 cents and $1. Send 10c in
Mrs. Realie Kruger to Riverside hosletters:
curred to the bridegroom to see If stamps for sample to The Herphide dition. Apply 1207 Jefferson street.
pital, where-she was operated on.
5-Enough money to .make a "On"I have used the battle of D. D. D
to get his Co., Detroit, Mich. W. le McPherson Phone 1762.
THURSDAY
Little Miss Edith and Master Hub- pickpockets had tried
e-lee In your pocket will pay for your you sent Urge -and the result is that I
roll of bills. This roll waseepecially Special Agent.
Quinn,
Untoday
from
arrived
bard
FOR RENT-One nicely furnished
want ad.
!am a well man," says W J Dalton
ion City, Tenn., and will visit Mrs. T. for the, bridal trip, and amounted to
room, modern conveniences, 722
2 TO 6 P. M.
of Wilderness, Mo. "Please Accept
the roll out of his
Twelfth 2200 He pulled
M. •-Nance, 1035 North
Kentucky' avenue.
my heartfelt thanks. 'Your remedy
Gunda deftly
wh!ch
upon
pocket,
street, for several weeks.
FOR RENT-Four-room
house,
'cannot be praised too much. I trust
greenbacks with his
Mr. Ed Foster, 404 South Fourth grabbed the
Sixth and Boyd. Apply 514 North
mouth.
.that every sufferer will learn to seek street,
left today for Marion, for a trunk and stuck them into his
Fifth.
your curs and let all other treat- short business trip.
The bride screamed and the brideCards in Thirty Days.
FOR SALE-Stake wagon and
seeing
meats alone, so they can get well and
the
pachyat
groom
shouted
Mr. John Melsenhelm. of Owentle
"But. why,- asked
'spring wagon very cheap. Old telehis lovely
munching
the
live, as my doctor said I would never hero, returned home today after a derm complacently
fiancee. "do you object to a long enphone 433. .
get well."
three weeks' visit to Mr. John Rink- money. Two keepers rushed up and
eczema or leff, 802 South Fourth street.
prodded the beast until he yielded
' Every sufferer from
WANTED-Boarding horses. Also gagement?"
"Because." he urged, "the cost of
it
looked
as
if
money
cash.
The
'esorlasis, ringworm, 'xenon Ivy, etc.
the
,box
stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215
Miss Anna Bird Stewart returned
living Increases every day, dearest.
will be interested in the above men- to her !lame in Cincinnati today, af- had been through a corn shelter. OnI South Third street.
The longer we wait, the greater our
tioned records. A complete pamph- ter a six weeks visit to Miss Ora V. ly a single dollar bill was passable.
FOR RENT-Four rooms upstairs,
expenses will be."-July Lippincott's.
let on the Calls° and cure of skin dis- Leigh, 1438 Broadway, and Miss El- The bride wept bitterly, but the
301 South Third; also storage room.
easea, method of treatment, diet, and :a B. Wilhelm, 209 North
Fifth bridegroom cheered her with the ob!Barks-dale Bros. Co., Inc.
left
elephant
had
the
that
servation
Notice,
exercise, may be had free at the street
WANTED-To buy feather bed
to return to
Paducah, Ky., July 23, 1907.-We,
above. Better
drug store named
l and feather
Mr. J. C. Scott has returned from them enough with which
pillows.
Address 433 the undersigned
Pawling. But before that will try to
members of the
post yourself on the cause, of your a stay at Dawson Springs.
Clark. Old phone 317.
redeem
some
to
eubtreasury
the
Board of Education, call a special
get
own ailment.
'Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sanders, of CoI
WANTED-Room and board in meeting to be held Thursday night
of the pulpy tens and twenties.
One fifth Off on any of
private family by a young lady. Ad- at 7:30, for the purpose of
making a
dress box 267, city.
A USE FOR GOLF BALLS.
The Woman in Business.
AlHammocks.
our
settlement with Superintendent Lieb,
MEN- WANTED to work in saw and such other business as may be
She handed in a check payable to
though we have had a
mill and drive cattle three miles front necessary to bring before the board.
Susan H. Smith. T* cashier, who
city. Call a'. the office. Fooks-Acret
was a German, noticed that she had
splendid sale on our line
W. M. KARNES,
Got left again'
Lumber Co., 1009 Monroe street.
endorsed it Susan Smith, and gave
C. G. KELLY,
of hammocks this season
it back with a polite "You haf forThat's what will happen
FOR SALE- Plano, oak dining
HARRY E. CLEMENTS.
gotten the 'H.' Overcome with conand could afford to carry
lroom set, almost new coal range;
to you is you don't hurry.
me,"
fusion, she murmured, "Excuse
also mahogany furniture. Apply 2226
Call C. L. U.
over all that will be left.
and she wrote below the endorseliednced prices are' mot
!Jefferson street. Phone 1191,
All members et. Central Labor
It is our polic) to close
ment, "Age 23."--July ,..appincott's
FOR durability and style in !lim- union are requested to be present at
for every day in the year.
iness, saddles and repair work, call the meeting at 7 o'clock Tuesday
'
s goods,
out all season
When
they
do
come
the
Go to Inspect Lumber.
'at the Paducah Harness and Saddle evening, July 23. Business of imquick steppers get the pick.
portance.
so-while our line is still
Messrs Bub Parish,. Sam J. Bruwn
;Co., 2,04 Kentuck3t avenue, s
Reeder, well known timber
LABOR DAY COMMITTEE.
and
Joe
give
unbroken we will
FOR SALE--A very desirable resi25 per cent off on all
:4••••••1,
men, left this morning In the gasodence,
1237
Trimble
street.
Reason
?'
Men's and Youths' 3- piece
Ice Cream Supper.
you a substantial saving
line launch, "Lotus." for Gilbertsfor sale owner goiqg to leave town.
It•••••••
A
••,/
The Ladies Aid of the BellevIew
inspect lumber. They stertvilla
to
suits,
including
blues
and
our
All
cent.
Phone
005.
of 20 per
church, three miles from the city on
ed by 11511 but changed their minds
blacks.
OLOTHReal cleaned and
pressed. the Mayfield road, will give an lee
dyed
are
hammocks
after ibbarding the train.
,;;;
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The cream supper Thursday night, July
' ams
"•••
with fast colors.
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone 75, on church yard for benefit
of the
Young M. D --Whet do you think
1016-a.
chum rch
10..0,ff ell.
of the motor car, Doctor? Old. PbyNee
ONE nice furnished room for rent
sictate-s-Very line. It will give you
\ II modern con\ ettiencee, gentlemen
Never be Satisfied that a lady un
-Del I see a golf bail? Why. sonny, I use forty golf balls. •I use 'ern down 4 pratelo*, knowledge of dislOcetione
t•referrred. Inquire 713 Kentucky derstande a kiss unless you have it
that would ke difficult
yonder tew make the hens set."
and contesie
319 bcoadwiLy
•••-••••••
Avail**.
Mille.
from her own lips.
to obeet n
•
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SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER
"

PRICE OF HAY

The State Colleg
of Kentucky

VISITED KY KENTUCKY SOCIETY
tW LOUISIANA.

REAURES TWELVE DOLLARS A
I can sympathize with a sufferer
TON AND 114 SCARCE.
front this awful le mptoni of weak
it's true, but why
kidneys. That
eareneas
a nd
SOCULI Function In Honor of
Farmers Are Haling More of It
pain in the small
Commander Winterhidter and
Than Usual This Se1111011 and
of the back tells
Gallant Men.
Old Hay Is Not to Be Had.
too plainly of -serious trouble behind it. It's not
a hot water botHE State College of Lexington offers the following
New Orleans, July 23.—Members
tle or a plaster
It has been many seasons slne.e
of the Kentucky Society of Louisiana,
you need. That hay was as high as at the preselit
courses, namely, Agricoltural, Mechanical Enwon't cure dis- season, and the high price Is still well
on the jnvitation of Commander" A.
gineering,
Mining Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
eased
kidneys. maintained
0. Winterholer, of the United States
in Paducah. Nearly all
It
may
relieve
Normal School, Classical and Scientific courses, each of
gunboat Paducah, pied a visit to the
MR. P. LEONARD. )ou for a titne the new crop has been cut, but little
vessel and presented the commander meek
which extends over four years and leads to the BacheThe
the reel cause and allow the has been put on the market
a magnificent bouquet of American trouble
quantity
is
greater
has
than
been
lor's degree Each course is organized under a sepato grow? Don't do it. Weak
BeautJes, the presentation address kidneys can be cured
but Bright's raised in the at,tinty for a long time
rate faculty. The general faculty, consisting of probeing made by Capt. P. S. Morris, Disease, which
always follows neglect as many acres more were sown in
fessors,
assistant professors and instructors, numbers
vice president of the society.
of them, cannot. Go and get a hot- grass last fall than before, owing to
The ship's officers prepared
a tie of Cooper's New Discovery and ,be high pris, hay conusetudal ia
over fifty.
luncheon, and the Kentucky colonels Cooper's- Quick Relief and use them yatr.
Your backache will dispaoposed and responded to a uumbee faithfully
There is sonic doubt as to bow hay
County appointees receive free tuition, privilege
of toasts. The following members of appear because your kidney trouble will eure. Mo.e farmere are baling
Is
corrected
of
—not
residence in dormitories, fuel and lights and travelfor a day but for
the society were present: Ceti. Theohay this yea- than betas- and this
dore Atchison, W. C. Carlton, Clar- good. When your kidneys are in accounts for '.1ts small offering on
ing expenses, if they remain ten consecutivs mouths, or
"ship-shape" there will be nothing
ence R. Fields, Joseph Given, C. P. more
the market. The prices of new hay
one collegiate year.
to cause it. .
Miller, P. S. Morris, G. W. Newcomb,
Here's a letter from a man who range from 511. to $15. Stnne farmF. U. Rochester, John J. Rochester suffered for sears in this way and ers are balling without stacking aud
The laboratories and museums are large, well
and Dr. Geoltge H. Richener.
took my advice:
this is said to be an .treertain
"I have been in such bad health method. The -rew ha" cannot be
equippedi comprehensive and modern.
Letters of regret *ere read from
Military
Cols. A. R. Booth and Jobe C. Wiek- for some years that I finally had to used wholly as a JubstiLute for old
required
Science
provided
congress.
by
is
as
fully
for
give up work. I suffered from kidliffe and Lieut. Bennett.
ney trouble, My back was so sore hay, and this is anothes reason ths
being dettvered.
and lame that I could scareely get up new crop is uat
Graduates in the several courses of study readily
BOYCOTT POR GOMPEItS
and down, My -stomach was also out Dealers are ware of tryleg the new
employment
find
with liberal renumeration. The total
TO BALK MACHO\ GAME. of order and my hervous
prevallins
the
system crop, especially at
number of matriculates last year was 901. Each debroken down. I have been using the high prices.
Kokomo, Ind., July 23.—Seeking Cooper medicines for one week and
partment has a specialist at its head, with the necessary
to stop the traction company from actually feel like a new man. My PITTSBURG TO LOSE
number of assistants.
gaining by fares of those who would food digests perfectly. The soreness
NAME OF "SMOKY
CITY."
attend his meeting, union labor boy- and pain has entirely gone from my
back
and
my
kidneys
are
in
fine
cotted Samuel Gompers, president of
Summer schools are provided for in Pedagogy,
Pittsburg, Pa., July 23—Pittsburg
shape. The medicine has strengththe American Federation of Labor.
Engineering and instruction in Science and the Liberal
ened me wonderfully and I cheerfully known throughout the world as the
when he reached here today. Less give you this testimonial
for publiete "Smoky City," is in a fair way to
Arts.
Li
than hale a hundred persons heard tion." Mr. P. Leonard, 49 School St., lose that title.
his address at Chautauqua park.
Allegheny, Pa.
Recently a stringent smoke ordi
We have heard a number of favor- nance was passed and, through joint
Before coming here be had writThe ytung women find an excellent home, with
ten to representati4 laboring men to able comments on the Cooper prepa- committees of city officials, business
board'and
lodging, in Patterson Hall, which is well
meet him on his arrival, but no one rations from people who have pur- men and chamber of commerce memequipped
wfill
all moclern conveniences, bath-rooms,
chased
them
from
us.
paid him this courtesy.
bers, a duly
authorized inspector
W. B. M'PHERSON.
hall
for
physical
2ulture, at #3 00 per week. All the
The labor organizations of this
was selected who
as empowered to
city have declared a boycott against
courses of study in the college are open to young
appoint a staff of assistants.
the Kokomo, Mahlon and Western
The inspector now &eye that since
women upon identical conditions with those applying to
Traction company, and some days
June 15 442 plants have been visited
msles.
ago the Central Trade union resolved
DON'T FORGET
and the officials of all plants readily
The very best quality solid colored Taffeta Silk,
not to extend any official courtesies
agreed
to
aid
him.
our regular 90c retailer, during this
to Gompers, claiming that the tracThe attendance upon the Normal School in connecThe efforts of the inspector
alGEO. ROCK SHOE CO.
sale at
tion company would benefit by Or
ready are apparent in the mill section with the Department of Education last year more
attendance of laboring men at the
tion, Huge stacks that formerly
than doubled that of any preceding year.
THURSDAY
meeting. The boycott was not aimed
Extra qualitv solid colored Taffeta, all shades,
emitted black palls of smoke night
at
Mr.
Gotnpers
himself,
our regular 75e retailer, during this
and he did
and day now emit only a thin gray
2 TO 6 P. M.
Tbree new buildings, namely, one for the, departnot take It as a personal affront to
sale at.
cloud. All this has been accomplishhimself.
ment of Education, one for Agricultural Science and a
ed by moral suasion, for no prosecutions have been brought.
Library Hall, are in process of erection and will he
Our entire linen( Crepe de Chines, includNo Job for Donnelly.
completed
early in the collegiate year.
iug all colors,.during these nine days at
Kansas City, July 23.--"I intend
France and Germany.
to make Kansas City
my home,"
Parts, July 23.--The recent talk of
For catalogues, methods of obtaining appointments,
said Michael Donnelly, former presian approachment between France
Our entire line of all colors The Crepe
information
dent of the Amalgamated Meat Cutregarding courses of study and terms of
Germahy
and
appears
to
have
little
de Chines put forward
ters' and Butcher Workmen at Amerchance of realization. The prince of
admission, apply to
ica. "-While my sympathy will ever
Monaco has been the prime mover in
be with union labor I did not come to
9 pieces Corded Japanese Silk, in white and
the scheme and he seems to have inON
STEAMBOATS
LYING
WITHKansas City for the purpose of organcolors, 25c values, just the thing for Kimonas
presed certain AThisians at Berlin
IN LIMITS OF OWENSBORO.
izing unions. I came here to live beand the like, put out at,
and possibly the emperor himself,
cause it used to be my home, and I
per yard
with the idea that by means of an ar......... ....._.................
believe it Is the best city in the
rangement with France, Germany
United States.''
Mayor O'Brien Details Plain-Clothes could emerge from the circle which
23 pieces this season's latest style fancy dress
Mr. Donnelly will open a boarding
has almost isolated hoer. There is
Men to Inspect Excursion
and Plaid Silks, $1.40 and $1.00 regular
house near Thirty-first street and the
also considerable factionsin France
Craft.
line, all put out during this sale at
Southwest boulevard. He ecured a
.........I U
which believes France Should cease
lease on a buildi,pg yesterday, and ex".
to play England's game. But the
peels to-be ready to receive boarders
present controlling powers in the
One lot consisting of fine Silk and Embroidered
by the first of next week,
Owensboro, Ky , July 23.—Mayor French government would consider
Swisses, French Silk Gingliams, etc.,
"When I came to Kansas City," he O'Brien today ordered the chief of anything in the nature of a
reap
90c to 50c regular, for nine days at
said, "I expected to work in one of police to pre‘ent the steamboats proachment with
Germany nothing
the packing houses as a butcher. Not running on the Ohio river, which sort of treachery to the alliances
one would employ me. Some said landed at the local wharf, from sell- and the series of friendships France
Our entire line of Simla Silks and 'Zephyr I lingNorth Carolina Fire-Eater.
a solid piece. Nthat can the devil do
flatly that I could not work there ing liquor while in the limits of the has so industriously built up in rehams, 25c qualities, for house dresses
"Andy" McGee, who carries the with such a man?--BakersvIlle Obwhile
others
made excuses. I had to city of Owensboro. Ile also instruct- cent years.
mall from Magnetic to •Eakersville, is server.
school dresses, etc., to close out at,
I've, so I decided, to try the boarding ed plain clothes officers to board the
a monstrosity. He can eat live coma
house business."
Sunday excursion boats and see . if
The Keening Son—Inc. a week.
of fire with impunity, and with a ."I didn't
know young Fritterby
10 pieces Satin Stripe Madras, 40 pieces colored
In retaliation for being refused em- liquor was sold while the boats were
spoon. If you doubt this just bring really took
any interest in politics."
Batiste, 20 pieces Sheer linen finish Linon, in
ployment by the packing houses Mr. in the corporate limits of the city.
him a live eoal and a nickel and he
"Nonsense! He doesn't,"
Donnelly will endeavor to reorganize The city limits of Owensbore run to
all neat patterns, 20e and 13e regular,
will masticate the coal and pocket the
"But I just heard him talking for
the
meat
cutters
to close at, yard .
association.
the
low water mark on the Indiana
He ad10C
nickel. This is not all, for he told us the past ten
minutes about 'party
dressed a meeting attended by more shore. There Is a question of jurisfor $1 he will pour a spoonful of ties.'"
than 400 packing house employee diction in this matter which is being
molten lead in his mouth and let it
'0, he means white lawn bows."—
last night.
investigated by the federal authoricool and then take it out and give us Philadelphia Press.
ties at cincinnati.
Roosevelt Haying Faker?
Philadelphia, Pa., July 23.—Pres:Full 115••4•411.
What is More delightfully redent Rosevelt is somewhat of a nature faker, according to Senator Philfreshing or more suggestive of
ander C. Knox. Pennsylvania's presifreshness than the true odor of
dential aspirant, who told this story
some
fragrant flower? Our Stock
to the Elks' committee
at Valley
of tine perfumes is a Source of
Forge yesterday.
"President Rosevelt," he said.
real pleasure to any one who ap"was surprised by a Kansas delegapreciates the refinement which
IA)Nlione s 101 Ptithe
tan board of public works in the care tion at Oyster Bay not long ago. The
I,ND THE GOOD THEY DO. of parks, but of course, with larger president appealed, coat and collar
dainty perfumes Indicate. The
powers. In all fifty-seven new parks off, trousers hitche,
by belt, and
stock embraces such famous
One of the most useful activities have been added since then out of the mopping his forehead.
odors as
"'Ah, gentlemen.' he said, 'delightof the London county council has total of 1411 that come under the
ed to see you, delighted, but I'm
beep in the extension of the park sys- council's management.—Exchange,
busy putting in my hay, you know.
tem of the metropolis, whet now in`41111011e‘
cludes, under the management of
"They say a woman can't' keep a Just come slown to the barn with me
secret." "They do say so." "Well, I and we'll talk It over while I work.'
the council, nearly 5:000 acres.
"Down to the barn hustled delewomen are too much
The acspeirenlent and development thin
has cost etelut M5410,600, and the blamed In hie matter. It isn't the gation and president. Mr. Roosevelt
anneal charge for maintenance comes woman who !yes away he secret. It seized a pitchfork, but there was no
"Is be a full blooded dog?"
or.
$a65;000, which adds about a half Is te people •e tells It to who let it hay on the
"dia yes, toy lady. He's a bloodshouted
John,'
'John,
the
"
presiout."
penny in the pound to the rates, or
houud."--Harper's Weekly.
dent
to
sounds
in
the
hay
loft,
SEE WINDOW SHOW
about two-tenths of 1 per cent. The
'where's all the ligfy?'
cost includes the salaries of an outThe United States has the largest
Merin?
She
Did
What
"'I ain't had time to throw it
door staff of 843 men and women.
foreign population. Argentina, where
Mrs. Armitage had a negro serThe council came into existence in twelve out of every one hundred are hack, sir, since you threw it up yes- vant who
continually .prated of a cera
came
man's
terday,
sir.'
voice
from
1,1
/4
:I ad succeeded to the teetrope11- foreigners, ranks second
tain Mrs. Reed for whom she forthe loft."
tniairly worked.' Weary of hearing
Mrs. Red quoted so often, the misTurkish Tobacco Monopoly.
Pee
A single company, holding a con- tress asked one day:
Either Phone No. 77.
"Wel'. Samantha, what kind of
cession from the sultonat government.
Mrs.
at
Reed's.
nny
do
work
you
did
Agent for original Allegretti
and having that government for a
Partner, monopolizes the manufacture way?"
Oandies
Capital ...... • • •
*230,000.00
"Well, honey, I cooked fob huh, I
and sale of tobacc product, in TurSurplus and undivided profits
I00.000.00
cleaned foh huh, en' sweep'
key. Interlopers and tremspaasere did, an' I
Stockholders liability
•
280,000.00
an' I washed huh ptiasonel
take risks. "The company," writes fob huh.
appea'anre."—July Lippineott's.
"411181118111111111WIPIIII
,Consul Harris from Smyrna, "mainTotal
00,000.00
017
,
Mo*.ol 000,
lain, a large force of armed watchTotal resources
..111014.1,453.22
Slues to Reititin t'hildren.
men, who constantly patrol the NeinIFIRECTORK:
Incorpo 023,--E. T
•1y, and many a fierce encounter has
Denver, Colo., July
For beautifying your yards and
W. F. Bradshaw, of Iiraclehaw & Itradqbaw, Attorneys; J. A.
estimates on flower beds we
Sen piece between them and smug- Hargrove, whose divorced wife rewill call and see you. Phone
Hauer. Wls..lrenla• Pottery; 'Louis F'. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
-re, who are also well equipped for cently married Milton Smith, chairSchtnaus Bros. for tne largest
Wholesale Dress; H. A. Pellet.. of H. A. Petter supply Co.: Boat
•reuse and even attack. Owing to man of the state Democratic! erwanti most complete stock of
His state of things, the importation mittee, has begun suit to recover "tEe
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. II Rieke At soaa,whol«...de Dry Goods;
flowers and plants in the city.
machinery connected with the man eugtody of his children, given to his
114n•coe Burnett. Sept. & Treas. Pad. water Co.
Fre• delivery to any
•acture of tobacco Is strictly prOhlb- wife by the court. Hargrove contends
oF:o.
THostiltoN, Preeideet....
part of the city.
. d. its use outside the factolles of that his wife violated the Colorado
•••!' T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
0 tobacco company, being consider- law which provides that divorces
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
as Illegal as the use of coining rate- cannot marry inside of a year after
Phu now Ic*2.
1312434 N.Pourth
Phones 787
iiinery."
the decree is greeted.

)1(14 geduction

Lexington, Ky.

T

dale
23d to 31st

Xine Earls of low 9riees
on 6easonable
liter 6tuffs.

Read these items, for they
are a few of the best bargains you ever had offered
you—Genuine Bargains that
every woman will recognize
at a glance and should certainly appeal to her economical impulse.

68c

49c

BARS DRY

James K. Patterson, Ph. D., LL. D.,
President.
or to
D. C. Frazee, Business Agent,
Lexington Ky.

70c

„..

Lt.

Fall Term Begins September 22, 1907,

38c

*•

A Breath Fr m

`dome down and save mug. cite
earlq shopper gets the choice.

the Woodland

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Cllauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.

TELEPHONE 499

Houbigant's Ideal befy
Le Trefle
Roger & Gallet
Parma Wood Violet.

Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway

A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps

Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNESWALEPHONE CO.

American-German National Bank

FLOWERS

SCHMALJ5 BROS.
its0th

is

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

0111L.ss,I

TUESDAY,

IS

SS.

IITE PADUCAH EyENING SUN
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Qf
• The KING
DIAMONDS.

Backache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
ie WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and Inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Dladder
producing the pains.

LARK'S
-KIDNEY
GLOBES

4

Something Entirely New

•••
••
•

1
:;
•t
•

By Louis Tracy,

in a

•

Two dosese give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheumatism and all irregularities of the
Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50
cents a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.

Sour Stamm

"I uteri Caacarets and feel like •
I have
been •sufferer from dyspepsia andnew man.
stomach
for the leaf two years. I have been sour
taking medicine and other drugs, but could find no
relief only
for a abort time. I will recommend Casearets to
lOp friends as the °all thing for indigestion and
your stomach end to keep the bciwels
dition. They are very nice to eat." in good Con.
Harry fftuckley, Mauch Chunk. Pa.
15es! For
The bowels

Mailing
Souvenir
Twenty views in and around Padumb, gotten up iii the neatest
way Imaginable, and only

(Continued Front Veshwday.)
The voicesof his sons reached Mason's tortured brain like sounds heard:
remote but distinct. through a long
tunnel. His great frame resomed to
collapse. In an instant he became an
okl man. He set his teeth and jammed
his elbows against the woodwork of
the cab, hot, strive as he would with
Ills ithmense physical strength and his
dogged will, he shook with a palsy.
"Father," cried John anxiously, little
dreaming how his enthusiastic speech
had pierced to the very marrow of his
hearer, "are you ill? Shall we stop?"
"Perhaps, John, a little brandy would
do him good." murmured Willie.
"Father. do tell Cie whet is the matter. Willie, reach up and tell the man
to stop."
Then Mason forced himself to speak.
"No, no," he gasped. "Go on. It isonly-a passing spasm."
He must have time, even a few minutes, in whieh to drive off the awful
specter that bugged him in the embrace of death. He dared net look at
his sons. If he were compelled to
face them on the pavement in the flaring gaslight he would run away.
Ills anguish was pitiable. Great
drops of sweat stood clammy on his

.A41111111H1111meaolzrailaie.
1111111MPESESIIIMMINIIIIIIRIP
IS Years' .5w.cess / Indorsed by Business Men. Incorporated. $300,001.00 Capttal
Jno. F. 1./tAughon. nes.
2') Colleges in 6

IllUSTILATE4
Safej Reliable
PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
CAMBIA
Icown as the Up-to-Date Business &heels
Ill' PORTs SHOW HEALTHY CONDITIONS Hi ERVWHERE.
POSITI()NS SECURED or MONEY REITNI/ED
BYA COURSE IN thiok• In es*English. Or IlustratingUE
FL by NAIL
MAIL keeping, Bunking, to FIVE persOnS 111 emelt eidnit), desiring to
S bo rt ha ad, Pen- attend a business college, vi in, v,IU at once
inanship, A rithinetic, Telegraphy. Letter1CLIP and send this notice (mentioning ttile
Rapid Growth
Shossery
Follows
Law, Mechanical prawing, iinsi- papery to Draugboa's Practical Llus. College:
iVrather and Cultimitien Is
l'.1111)l t'.111, 311 Iillo.111W.11";
Excellent,
or Evansville, alempliis or St. Louis,

FREE

.• Author of ~Wings of the Morning," "The Pillar of io.
••••
Light.
"Etc.
•••••
•".•••
.
I •••
•••
••
••
COPYRIG HT. 1904, B y EDWARD J. CLOD!.
•
•
!
N.A....,
•••••••
•
••••••••...O....•11O.*,^44...A.S.**.

WILL CURE IT

COTTA CROP LA E

PAGE SEVEN.

FREE

sege
41111111SMIIK
Memphis. Tenn_ July 23.-The
('ommercial-Appeal has the following summary of crop conditions preMost noted waters and baths in. America
vailing throughout the cotton -belt
'I'
IDLAL FAMILY
12
13(3 R
during the -Past seek, made up, from
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guests.
the reports of their special orresNo Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
pondents:
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Mt:image.
r
Showery weather prevailed in the
AM I'SEM ENTS-I)ancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,
cotton belt; rains fell in the °asters
Fishing.
sections and showers visited the
Rates $7 h $10 50 per west_ $25 ha $37.50 per instals
Special Rates Is Families, Parties al
weat. Everywhere cotton made rapid
Charm Remelt Rom Trip Rates at 16.40 over Oasis entre Beirut
growth and is now generally in
a
.11E3RCKE 131•ZO.S., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GNAYSON SPRINGS. KY.
very health) and growing condition.
Cultivation is excellent and in those doseskomemeamsenumemasamor
sections where laying by has begun Oss.s
the crop is being finished in an unusually clean state. The
plant is
Sale
forming squares well and in the es
tier parts of the belt bolls are %%First-Class Only-Passenger 8,. rvice Exclusively
developed and all the fruit made is
(15,, rievoix. Harbor Spring. awl
ecoki y
114,0. Duluth and all F.iwterit
being held.
. •. , .1 ,
'1111,
M
Cunad.,1.
and
It is noteworthy, however, that
'Its,/ sailing* weekly
SterinisNes
to Frankfort,
over the enbire central and western
,r1hphrt. Traverse CA, and all kfuo PoInte.
Charles.,
belt he frutiing will be several weeks
1.•.,
,Intledoo , I or Loth:10.m thud Mantater.
‘cry
For t.-rut, 1,006 ItV.. r..arrvath•n... vt,
ler than usual since the large part
JOS. BEROLZHEIN,C. P. A. Manitou Steamship Co., Chicago, or
of this section has just now begun
R. F. CHURCH.G. P. A. Northern Michigan Trans. Co.. Chicago.
to blown freely.
The plant is often small, but Is
healthy, and the actual growth during the week under review has not
been equalled during any other week
of the season. The sentiment is everywhere more hopeful. Boll weevil
In the
Arhas appeared in Southwestern
kansas and in some new sections in
Louisiana. Its number increased ma.
for 500 guests. Rotes $7.00 per week and upwards.
terially in Texas; damage is reported
booklet sent on receipt of postal. Write
44-page
Louisiana
on
account
of
the
dry,
from
hot weather.

G RAYSON

SPRINGS' K.

lohntelf were be given in boyhood the
opportunities they rejoiced
lint throughout there was in hie surSee them at
charged brain a current of cunning
purpose. Fine, there was Greiner,
away in the north, robbing a dead Well
and plotting desolation to some girt.
Ile must be dealt with.
Then be, the slayer, 'limit be slain
and by his own hand. Ile would spare
iltti HOUR as 'much pain as might be
within his power.
Ife would not merely disappear, leaving them dnbioue and distressed. No. naught save furious seas breaking over
They must know he was dead, mit by relentless walls of granite.
Even lIt his dream he was not afraid.
4:Weide, lint by accident. They would
mourn his wretched memory. Better , He asked the eeptain, with an oath:
"Is there nu way Mr
that than tier with the, abiding grief
And the captain turned corpselike
of the knowledge that he was Philip
eyes toward him. It was Philip Anson.
Anson's murderer.
He was quite sure now that the dead The dreamer uttered a wild beast's
would arise and call for vengeance if howl and shrank away.
Then he awoke to find Willie standlie dared to continue to exist. Yes,
that ens it-a life for a life a prayer ing by his bedside with soothing words.
"It is all right, father. You were disthat Ills deeds might not bear fruit in
his children-and then death, speedy, turbetkin your sleep. Don't get up yet.
It is only,5 o'clock."
certain death.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Sonic reference to the future made
bj Willie, the younger, who favored
At that hour a policeman left-his
his mother more than the outspoken cottage in a village oil the Yorkshire
Jobu. gave Mason an opportunity to coast and walked leisurely toward the
pave the way for the coming separa- Grange Hon ee.
tion.
Ile traversed four mike; of rough
"I don't want you two lads to ,make country, and the sun was bot, so he
any great changes on my account:* he did not hurry. About half past 6 ho
said slowly. "It is far from my in- reached the farm. Then. were- no signs
teution to settle down here and let of activity such as may be expected hi
all your friends become aware that the country at that hour.
Bon Aqua,Tt.:rirt.
you are. supporting a ticket of leave
He examined three sides of the buildfather. Yes, I,know. You are good ing carefully-the sea front was inactoys, and it won't be any more pleas- cessible-and waited many minutes beDON'T FORGET
ant for me to--to live away from you fore he knockser at the door. There
than it would be for you-under-other was no answer. Ile knocked agaiu
GEO. ROCK SHOE CO.
conditions-to be separated from me. more loudly. The third time his sumBut--I am in earnest in this matter. mons would have aroused the Seven
I will stop here tonight just to feel Sleepers, but none came.
THURSDAY
that I am under the sante noortfe you.
He tried the door and rattled
It is your roof, not mine. Long asei peered
in at the windows, stood back
2 TO 6 1'. M.
I lust the right to provide you with a
le the garden and looked up at the bedshelter. Tomorrow I go away. I have rooms.
Spend your vacation on the Great
some work to do-a lot of work. It
"A queer business." be muttered as
Lakes and travel via the large, safe
must be attended to at once. Of
comfortable steamers id' th••
and
he. turnedunwillingly to leave the
& C. Line. Your local ticket agent
course you will see use often. We can
place.
"fl"tIly,iu through tickets via iss
meet in the esening-go out togetherTOURIST GETS TRIMMED IN
D.& C Liu.. to all (in-It Lake Re"Aye, a very queer business," he said
but live here-with you-I cau't."
sort. A mammoth new stAsuner rootUNCLE
ROW
SAM.
WITH
must go on to Scarsdale an'
ing t .vrickcioo.00 will be in c.1.2nission
His sous never knew the effort that again. -I
between lietroit and ChisimaJd for
mak' inquiries shoot this Dr. Williams
this speech cost 111111. He spoke with
ffeetiOn 1924.
Not long ago a man who smokes
the
afore
super."
I
report
to
such manifest hesitation that Willie,
good cigars came back from Cuba.
TABLE
who quiskly iuterpreted the less proDIVISIONC TIME
There is a law limiting the number
MACKINAC DIVISION
e e
dat1
!tim
515
(Continued in Next Issue.)
nriouced signs of a males thoughts,
1...Y.Tolecio Mondays &•Seturclays 9.30 A. M.
1130
P.
Id.
of cigars that can be brought in free
A=CLI:
.40513: pA.. id.•T uesilays & Thursdays 4.00 P. M.
winked a warning at his brother.
1..Y.Detrod Mondays &•Se Lotter' 5.00 P.M.
Laws Clew itad de
lft)
, .
to fifty. This particular man hadn't
Muskoka the Beautiful/6
*Wednesdays & Friday, 9.30 A. IA.
He said, wita all optic. signal:
Arrive Detr ,it daily
5 30A. Id.
declared his cigars but he was Gomel
Four Tripe per oreok *come...elm Jaws Mb.
"Not a word now, John. Just leave
Do you know the place? If not,
Imre Aare
Tope
het...ea
Detroit
Werlight
AN eleeeimul during Jet, sad Aargau
Tehltri.'t
out all right.
lath to vo tembet loth the V. a T. Line wilt operate day *Nom duly below cisysissil, Pat-la-my
your pleasure has suffered. Take a
things as they are."
The
customs
inspectors
told
him
head • "motstamp for OtastrstrAi paatahl,t. •ddrian, L. G. "orris, P. A., Detroit. Mich.
Uuder any ordinary conditions he free trip, a mental little journey
sadl
OSTT"R0
I-' T & CLEVELAND NAV. CO. rsuip ikaniss, Tres. A. a orkaala, C..',
would be right. Ile could never guess through Muskoka by asking for that about the law, and he was the madthe nature of the claims that encircled handsome Muskoka Folder issued- by dest man in all New York. When he
his father, delivering him fettered to the Grand Trunk Railway System- found there was no chance for him
the torture, bound hand and foot, body it centains a large map, lots of views, he started,to throw the extra cigars
advertised by a fruit growing exhibiThe Largest Orchard.
and soul.
and a fund of facts. Take the journey over into the water.
\Vhere are the largest orchards in tion at that place. One of the features
The inspectors let him do it, and
at last they all retired to their some evening after supper with your
the world? The general impression was aaioti yards of model orchard
finally started to walk off the pier
rooms. the buys to whisper kindly wife and childrees Then slam the
tio doubt, that they are to be found containing examples of the choicest
plans for keeping their father a pris- door on the doctor for 1907 by tak- But the officers at once seized the
In the United States, but according sorts of froits, it is well to be reoner again in their hands, Mason to lie ing your family on a real journey cigars that were left.
to a fruit-trade paper which ought to minded that commercial fruit growopen eyed, dry eyed, through the night, through the Muskoka district this
"Yen threw your e4gars overboard
know, they are kt Werders near Ber- ing en the most up-te-date lines has
mourning (or that which might not be, summer. Less than a day's journey you know" was the explanation.
lin. They extend without a break for made. progress oversee outside' CanThe rising sun dispelled the dark from principal American cities. The
The man fumed and swore, but it
ada. the states and the antipodes.phantoms that flitted before his vision. Ideal Family Resort For all partic- was no use,. and the last straw was "between 21,000 and 13.eicei acres,
Fly canal and river alone the Fruit Westminster Gazette.
He fell into a fitful slumber, disturb- ulars and handsome illustrated pub- added when he was arrested and
ed by vivid dreams. Once he was wee lication free, apply to W. Robinson, later fined for throwing some of the Growers' con:many sends away 45,41011,000 pounds of apples and pears
SALVIA
storm swept sea at night on a sinking 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
WILLIAMS'
government's cigars into the water.
in a year. From Werder railway sta- WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
ship, a ship with a crew of dead men
He buys his cigars right in New
The best Salve in the world for
tion an additional 12.0011,000 pound*c
and a dead captain at the helm.
She Had Them and It.
York now-Tribune.
Driving onward through the raging
forth to the world. Then Cuts Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
fruit
goes
or.
There are many stories sikh as the
and
waves, he could feel the vessel settling
there Is jam making; for4.whioh a Rheum, Tetter. Caapped hands,
old one of the youth who asked senti- NBARE FAIRBANKS FAME;'
all chin eruptions. It is guaranteed
more surely as she rushed into each
thousand tons of sugar is used in a
(n)eliTAIL BEARS NAME. twelvemonth. The produee of She to give satisfaction, or money reyawning caldron. Suddenly through mentally: "Do you sing 'Forever
funded. l'rice 25c by Druggists.
the wreck of flying spindrift he saw a and Forever?'" and the practical
ies bards of Wi•rrio: has lately hesti
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
St Louis, Mo.. July 23.-St. Louis
smooth harbor, a sheltered basin, in young woman who replied: "No. I
Cleveland, 0.
asleep."
and
eat
stoh
to
has the Fairbanks cocktail. It was
which vessels rode in safety. There
new
Louisville
man
added
a
has
A
were houses beyond, with cheerful
invented last night at MeTagues. It I •
It O easy to tell a lie, but mighty
lights, and men and women *re one to the list, He went into a local is to be served as a frappe and is as
h just that one.
ird in Slop
watching the doomed craft from the bookstore in search of a certain vol- cool as Fairbanks, and it has a cherBrotAkport,
ume and spoke thus to a sweetly ry in it too.
firm security of the land.
Everfthing U K
Rates Si a N.
But strain his eyes as he would he pretty young girl who came to wait
It was suggested not by the cold
in. I. A. Luken, Pimpliness.
could see no entrance to that harbor. on him: "Have you 'Lucid Inter- water dip the vice president took in
vats?'"
saving the waitress from a watery
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
Now she hadn't been long In the grave.gbut by that one lone cocktail
business, and many a volume was as the Indiana man took at the dinner
KENTUCKY. .
For the
yet unknown to her. She stated him given to President Roosevelt.
Work, Legal
took Illediug, Bank
coldly in the eye aid said: "Sir!"
Hoary Hoffman, who wears a white
and Library Work A specialty.
0
1,:.h
er
ere
ag
uapionn. he gathered that bisque.row is the inventor.• His formula
then Was misleading and began all Is as folloivis:
One glassful of cracked ice, ono‘Is
"I want to purchase a little book third part of French vermouth. twomelted 'Lucid Intervals,'" he said, and thirds of dry gin, three dashes of
she turned her dimples loose once creme de noyoux, a dash of orange
Louisville,
Ky., Round
more and said: "Oh. I'll see If we "Hers, a real cherry, and then mime
trip $2.50.
Special train
motel
have it." Louisville Post.
Round trip tocureion
-because it's a Fairbanks
leaves Paducah 4:30 p.
We take pleasure in announcPaducah
to
from
l'inciiinat
I,
'moree
k ta little
Saturday. July 20; returning
ing that we new have Denatured
PILES! PILES! PILES!
Louis and :nymph's, nhich
SO.
ma.,
Monlaves
honor
Louisville
of
it
the
vice
4
la
p.
president
is
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
day, July 22. Tickets good on-.
served In tall, thin glasses.
aro as folloas:
be used for burning purposea
Itching
cure lintel. Bleeding and
ly on special trains in both
Piles. It absorbs the tumors: allays
only, as nearly every one now
rade( ab to Cincinnetl and
directions. No extenelon
The Dp.to•Date Indian.
itching at once, acts as a poultice,
known, but for Use in the arts'
$11.00
return ....
be granted; no baggage will
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian • "Whoop-ala!" yelled Illawetha.
and mechanics it is the moist
be checked.
As he swung his old sombrero.
Pile 0:ntment Is prepared for Piles
St. Louie
7.50
economical and satisfactory fue
"I am getting 'next to soltiething
and itching of the private parts. Sold
"Evansville. Ind.. Sunday,
known.
by druglOsts, mail 50c and $1.00.
And am quite a politician.
July 2Sth, special train leaver
Memphis
7.50
M'f'g Co., Props., CleveYears ago angfellow found me:
Cheaper than wo-od alOoh01, it
Paducah I 1: I '51 a. m., rate
I was but a child of nature
$150 round trip. Good
also burns without any of its
reIn those days of dreamy romance.
turning only on 'special trains
offensive odor. Next time try
Out of the NIouth• of Hanes.
First I let the white man skin me:
leaving Evansville July 291h.
It in your chafing dish Or alcoOffice Richmond House.:
Though an aristocrat from head V
Then I tried to knock his block off:
No baggage checked, no tiskhol heater; it will 'be a revelaTelephone 06-11,
to
came
Bernice
feet, five-year-old
All of which proved vain and futile,
• et sold on train. Tickets will
tion to you. Be sure to phone
kindergarten with her small 'hands
gpusing me all kinds of trouble,
except
not be honored
on
oeseirarligagee
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
chapped terribly, an evidence of lark
wan but a 'stupid scholar,
special trivially going and rePaducah druggist hand lea It,.
Mies
astonished
that
grooming
ot
And I learned my :poem slowly;
turning."
,
411111111111111111=0
'iolet.
Tint at last your Hiawatha
Both Phones 756.
"Bernie." she suggested, "ask
Turns a jack from off the bottom,
THE
Jamestown, Va.- Exposi16c 4 pt, and bottle; Sc rebate
}our mamma to put some cold creme
I have just come from a meeting,
tion, April 19th to November
AND
THE
won't
hurt
and
they
Where a lot of hot-air merchants
en your hands so
for bottle.
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
But the hands grew no
rough."
with
Peddled
a
vengeance.
eon
be
bull
excnrsiOns on special dates;
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
Told me an about my ballot,
better, After several days Miss VioWITH
for bottle.
$18.00 every Tuesday; limit
And the way I ought to use it
let asked:
10
days.
35c. 2 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
In defense of hemp and fireside.
"Did you tell your mamma about
For information, apply to
for bottle.
Then I told theta In a, minute
the cold cream, Bernice?"
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Whet I wanted In the Mix-up.
The child looked up, solemn-eyed
They could have the leg:a:attire
Broadway hr Union Depot.
'"ltly hands can't be chapped. MattJ. T. DONOVAN,
OLDS A Trey notUr Free
Wm soy' it's only mortal mind, and I .if they lot me work the hobby,"
-Oklahoma Exchange.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG THOUBLES.
Art City Ticket Cffiee
get over It " Then Mies Violet
•
Neat Some, cs Teephsne Orders. *nit
remembered that "mamma" was a
R. M. PRATHER,
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
Seventh and Broadway,
lairieln- ..-A dissented ad. plates it "in the
Christian Scientist.--July
OR MONET REFUNDED.
Agent Union Depot
tarket,"
a ct ll'o
411111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111111
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5 Cents

McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
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MISSOURI and ILLINOIS

BON AQUA SPRINGS
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TENNESSEE HIGHLANDS
Acc.i.,,miations

Dean 6 WalKer, Managers

Ple•sant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good,Do Goof,
Haver Sicken, Weaken or Gripe. Mc. 2ic, tee. Irene
sold ,c uulk. The gen._:ne tablet stamped CCC.
Guaranteed to cure or your money hack.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. sgip

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Sift AM/WOW:Kit
Ilse Beg for moisture
disc harsee.inflani mations
ihritit:ons
ulce:stiot,
of In ucour membrane!
Painless, st,1 out astrin
"net or poisonous.
Mold by Drisggissib
or oast is plain wrapps.
by impress prepaid. for
61.5, g toe 17.16.
"Our cook
takes things right
along, and there seems to be no way
of stopping her."
"Well, that's curious."
_
"True, though. The only choice we
have is as to whether she shall take
unibragasof deist everything else."Puck.

e••

The birth rate in Germany is six
mailer."
a thousand higher than in England. "Father, do tell me what up the
forehead. He passed a trembling hand
across his face and groaned aloud unconsciously:
"Oh, God forgive me!"
It was the first prneer that had volMETROPOLIS, ILL,
untarily lefehis lips for many a day.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
The boys heard. They interpreted it
an expression of sorrow that his
'fewest and beat hotel in the city as
own career should have been so cut off
Rates $2.00.
Two large sample from their childtewil and joyous youth.
tooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights. ''Well, cheer up, dad, anyhow." cried
Ehe only centrally located Hotel is the elder, much relieved by this cotelusion. "We are all together again,
Le city.
COMMERCIAL PA'ERON51011 SO. timid you can face the world once more
with us at your side."
LICITED.
No dagger of steel could have hurt
so dreadfully as this well meant con'EVANSVILLE.
PADII0A11
AND eolation, but for the sake of his eons
the man wreetled with his alms and
CAIRO LINE.
conquered It to some outward seeming.
When the cal) stopped outside A big
itsc3 Paducah Packeta
building he was steady en his feet
(Incorporated)
when he alighted, and he managed to
summon a ghastly smile to his aid as
he gala to John:
"I am sorry to set you a bad example, hut that is nothing new, is it? I
must have some spirit, strong spirit, or
can't keep up."
DaLy Except Sunday.)
"Certainly, father. Why not? It is
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8 all right' as medicine. Willie, you go
Hopkins, lease Paducah for Evan* and get some brandy while I take father upstairs."
Ville and way landinlPi at 11 a. In.
Their fiat was on the second floor.
Spacial excursion rate now In el
was neatly furnished. fitted with
feet from Paducah to Evansville and It
electric light and contained five rooms.
ratarn, 14.1,0. Elegant must* on thi
John tallael freely, explaining lionizeboat. Tabl • unsurpamedkeeping arraneemente, the puzzle as
I,, their. tether's size, for the !Wet bed
bought was a short one; their
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
I orm of work, the variety of their
ployment-any and every cheering
Leaves Patuteah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 c. in. sharpe, daily, es: topic. Indeed, until Willie came with a
•
eopt Sunday. Special excursion rates bottle.
Both of them glanced askance at the
Sow In effost from Faducah to Calm
quantity !Stamm etineutned, but they
and return, with or without meals liaetwa no comment. lie tried to
ant room. Good Music and table un smoke And sat go that the light should
surpassed
not fall on his face. And then he sald
For further information apply t4 to them:
"Tell me all you know about Philip
B. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, ot
Given Fowler, City Pass Agent, a Amens It Interests
Snap! The hard eolimonitiv of his
Eowler-Crumhaugh
Co's. 0610 Moe was broken
in two.
Ret.h alone- No. It.
'What a pity!" cried Willie. "Shall

NEW STATE HOTEL

P

N./

iS

I run and buy you a new one?'s
ST.
- LOUIS AN I) TENNESSEE
"No, may boy, no. I "an manage.
RIMS PACKET (XI4I".4111S Don't mind me. I can't talk, but I will
listen. May the Lord have mercy on
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
me, I will listen!"
lie suffered that night as few men
Prove suffered. Many a murderer has
hod to endure the torments of n haunted (4.111401311CP, bull few
have lieen
harvested by bearing their own puns
leading to the sky the victim's benefaction» to Ihemseiven and to their
dead neither.
ILCIIV114 Paducah for Tennessee' River
He wee nutotor of his emotione sutti•
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
ciently to control his voice, He punsA. W.
...........Master
Mated Ithele recital by oceasional comEUGENE. ROBINSON
Clerk ments that Showed
he appreciated evThis company Is not responsible ery paint.
He examined with Interest
for invoice charges ;mimeo colleeed by
specimens of their work, for they unthrrelort of the boat.
derstood lieth the stitching end the
Speelal elcurelon rates from Path'. stamping of leather, and once he found
tab to Waterloo. Faro for the round hiRiself tinily speculating as to abet
trip IR.00 . Loaves Padaah every career he would here carved out for
Viedneeday St 4 P. M.

STEINER CLYDE

1

Enjoy,
the Delighli
of a Lakedliqp

.0

Oak Dale Hotel

HENRY AMEN, JR.

CHAFING DISH
[)natured
Alcohol

LEE LINE STEAMERS

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

KILL
[

COUCH

CURE

S.11. WINSTEAD

I

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FoR

oucHs

grnrsVm

1111111111b

HA El GUILTY
••

CONDEMN kat TO DEATH FOR
MURDER OF MOTHER-IN-LAW.

Verdict ot t.crtilan Tribunal Is Not
Popular With Crowd on Streets
Who Say So.

Karlsruhe, July 23.-Han, a bril
liant young law professor of Washington. D. C , who Oiled his wife's
mothej, a wealthy resident of Baden
Baden, in that city November 6 last
was today sentenced to death for the
deed.
The prisoner heard the verdict of
the Jury with perfect composure and
chatted smilingly with counsel after
the judge withdrew to fix the sentence. Upon the return of 'the
judges Han rose and standing erect
with folded arms, listened to the sentence without moving a riuscle
A
moment later he was hurried away
to prison by half a dozen policemen
The sentence is unpopular with the
street crowds, whiTh have been demonstrating more and more openly for
several days in Hail's favor and
against the Molitor family.

DON'T FORGET

A

COME TO THE FEAST AND LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS
SLTIVIMER CLEARANCE SALES AT
407

Broadway

The Racket Store Bro:if,„

Are now on. Too many goods here of some kinds. Take them at reduced prices now and get
the good of them this season. The summer is yet young.
Cleanup of Silks
A LOT OF REMNANTS AND SHORT LENGTHS OF SILKS TO
GO AT ONE-HALe THE REGETLAR PRICE. THERE IS QUITE A
FOLLOWING LOTS
LOT OF THESE REMNANTS. THE
OF
SILKS ARE. LN FULL PIECIECi AND HALF PIECES. LOOK FOR
THE RED TAGS.
Si
,
ti t ire
.•
.
.

FoulardSilKs
THESE GOODS ARE IN VERY DESIRABLE
PATTERNS, IN
RING DOTS. POLKA DOTS. BLOCK CHECK AND "IN BROWN,
NAVY GREEN AND ALICE, 24 INCH. REDUCED FROM 59c TO
*
114 fp.
du 4. • "I
39e
BLACK AND WHITE FANCY FOULARD 1S-INCH REDUCED
FROM 35c TO Ise.
4.1 all • as
CRYSTAL CM...1'E, 27-1NONI CREPE TISSUE SILK, IN BLACK
AND CREAM, CUT FROM 75c TO 411c.

Dress Goods
15 PIECES FANCY UOOLSCITING. 36-INCH,IN TAN, GREY,
BLUE, GREEN, BLACK, AND WHITE NOVELTY PATTERNS,
REDUCED FROM 50c TO 38c.
NAVY AND BLACK SHEPHERD'S CHECK COTTON SUITING,
REDUCED FROM 35c TO 25c.
TWO PIECES SCOTCH PLAID SUITING, WILL WASH, 30INCH, CUT FROM 35c TO Vic.
TWO PIECES COTTON POPLIN, 36-IN, CUT FROM 35c TO 19c
ONE LOT OF COTTON SUITING, 32-IN. CUT FROM 20c TO 19c
THESE PATTERNS ARE THE REST IMITATIONS OF HIGHCLASS WOOLEN GOODS AND ARE VERY SERVICEABLE. ONE
LOT COTTON SUITINGS, 35-IN., CUT FROM l& TO 9c.
TWELVE PIECES corroN SUITING, CUT FROM 10c TO
0 5-4c.
ALL THE LIGHT COLORS N THESE GOODS GO AT 15c, CUT
FROM 215c.

36 in.Fancy Taffetas

2 TO 6 P. M.

OIL KING

Nit'ST

STAND TRIAL.

Rockefeller Likely to Be Forced to
Take the Stand.
*
Memphis. July 23.-Judge McCail
of the United States federal court
decided that the federal grand jury,
which returned an indictment, of 1.524 counts against the Standard Oil
company, was acting within its jurisdiction.
The Standard Oil attorneys had
made a motion to quash the indicttnent, al:eging that the federal grand
jury of this district did not have the
power to indict officials livng in another state, even though he al:eged
crimes were committed in Tennessee.
This motion Judge McCall has overrulgi. The effect of the decision will
be that officials living in Indiana may
be brough here to testify.
The Standard
was indicted for
forming iilegal combinations with cer
Lain railroads on freight rates, which
shut off competition. It is believel
John D. Rockefeller will be broutW
here as a witness In the case.
WED AGAIN TO PLEASE MOTHER
St. Louis Ortiple Married in Alton, Go
Through Second Ceremony.
St. Louis, July 23.-To satisfy the
bridegroom's mother. who Was ill,
Robert Elliott Chamberlain and his
wife, who had until a few hours before been Miss Maud Cronhardt, were
married a second time, a few hours
after their return from Alton. Ill..
where the first ceremony was performed. No license was obtained in
St Louis, the second ceremony being
regarded by the young people and thel
minister as merely a ratification of
the first.

36-INCH TAFFETA IN BROWN AND WHITEBROKEN PLAID
REDUCED FROM $1.25 TO 79e.
36-INCH TAFFETA, IN BLACK AND WHITE PLAID, REDUCED FROM $1.25 TO 79c.
36-INCH CHANGEABLE TAFFETA, IN BLACK AND REMAND
IN GREEN AND BLACK, REDUCED FROM $1.00 TO The.
\
36-1NCH WHITE HAIR LINE STRIPE ON GREEN
AND
BLACK GROUND, CUT FROM $1.00 TO 711c.'
36-IN. SELF PLAID, IN GREEN, BROWN AND WHITE, CUT
FROM $1.25 TO 79c.
NATURAL PONGEE, 24-INCH, REDUCED FROM 35c TO 254'.
RAW SILK, 27-INCH, CUT FROM Vic TO 29e,
SILK PONGEE, 36-INCH, CUT FROM $1.2.3 TO 911r.
SILK PONGEE, 27-INCH, CUT FROM Mc TO :Sc.
PEAr DE CREPE IN BLACK, CUT FROM $1.00 TO 50c.
JACQUARD SILK, A VERY FANCY LIGHT MATERIAL, REDUCED FROM 50c TO 354'. tallesieseis~

18 and 20 inch Fancy Taffetas
TWO PIECES 20-INCH FANCY CHANGEABLE
RED
AND
BLACK AND IN BROWN AND MACK, CUT FROM 98e TO 49e.
ONE LOT OF FANCY TAFFETA IN GREY PIN STRIPE.
GREEN AND WHITE PLAID, GREY AND WHITE STRIPE, TAN
AND WHITE ('HECK,'GREY AND BLACK PLAID, NAVY AND
WHITE PLAID AND OTHER DESIRABLE PATTERNS, CUT TO
43c, IS INCHES WIDE.
20-IN. MOIRE IN LIGHT BLUE, PINK, GREY AND TAN, CUT
•
FROM 75 TO 49c.
PAGODA TAFFETA IN PLAIN COLORS, CUT FROM 35c TO
24c, 18 INCHES.
BOMBYX TAFFETA IN PLAIN COLORS. CUT FROM 30c TO
3/4c,

THESE ARE ONLY SAMPLES. THERE'S A BIG LOT.
SAME STORY, TOO MANY. WE WON'T CARRY THEM OVER.

Embroidery All-Over
09c
tific EMBROIDERY ALL-OVERS
$1.50 EMBROIDERY ALL-OVERS
98c
$1.63 EMBROIDERY ALL-OVERS. ,
99c
$1.75 EMBROIDERY ALL-OVERS
99c
$1.90 EMBROIDERY ALL-OVENS
A BIG LOT OF FINE EMBROIDERY FLOUNUNGS. THE PRICES HAVE BEEN FROM 85c TO $1.48 A YARD. THE RED TAG
PRICE WILL SHOW YOU HOW DEAD IN EARNEST WE ARE TO
CLOSE THESE GOODS OUT.

Liked Tags Tell the Story

GEO.'HOCK SHOE CO.
THURSDAY

All-Over Laces

Look for the

RED TAGS
Silk Ginghams
45-IN. WOOL AND MOHAIR SUITING
IN
SHEPHERD'S
CHIOCK SQUARES, BROKEN PLAID AND BLOCK CHECK, CUT
FROM 69c TO 4Sc.

Fancy Suitings
SLIGHTLY SOILED TABLE LINENS- SOME IN REMNANTS
AND NOME LONG LENOTHS---AT SPECIAL PRICES. YOU
CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS THESE.

TableiLinens
THEY ARE IN ORIENTALS AND NtiTTINGHAMS- BOTH
WHITE AND CREAM. WE HAVE TOO MANY. A FEW OF THE
REDUCTIONS FOLLOW:
96c ALL-OVERS, 1$-INCH
69c
48c ALL-01MS, 18-INCH
35c
$1.19 ALL;OVERS,
79c
S1.25 ALIVOVERS, 1S-INCH.
MOe
$1.98 ALL0VERS, 18-INCH
$1.00

FOUR PIECFA SHIRTINGCHEVIOTI4 CUT FROM 15c Ttlf
A LOT OF DRESS GINGHAMS CUT FROM ltk TO 74ic.
BEST GRADE YARD WIDE PERCALES IN SHORT LENGTH
AT 10c A YARD.
32-INCH BLUE GINGHAMS-FINE FOR SHIRTS, WAISTS
AND PETTICOATS--CUT FROM 14c TO 9 1-2c,
FINE WHITE PIQUE WITH WHITE DOTS AND FIGURES,
CUT FROM 35c TO 19c.
A LOT OF REMNANTS(W PEPPERELL, 9-4 AND 10-4 SHEET
INGS, BOTH BROWN AND BLEACHED, VERY MUCH UNDER
PRICE.

All Sorts of Remnants
REMNANTS OF ALL KINDS OF GOODS AT ONE-HALF THE
FORMER REMNANT PRICE YOU ARE SURE TO FIND SOMETHING IN THE LOT YOU CAN USE.

Muslin Underwear With Red Tags
THERE IS A GOOD ASSORTMENT OF CORSET COVERS.DRAWERS, SKIRTS AND A FEW GOWNS. THE RED TAG TELLS ITS
OWN STORY OF HOW DEEPTHE CUT IS. EVERY GARMENT IS
MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES. YOU WILL BE SURPRISED AT
THE REDITTIONS,
21 Ai ma, Ai
e. .

Corset Special
A LOT OF.DOLLAR C B. A.LA SPIRITE CORSETS TO GO IT
85c. THEY ARE GOOD MODELS, BUT WE ARE DISCONTINUING THE LINE.

Sun Bonnets
1St' AND 30c BONNETS CUT TO
254' SUN BONNETS CUT TO

There are lots of goods in this sale that we are unable to mention in this ad. The RED TAG is the thing. Where
you find it you have a bargain: Sale will last all this week, and maybe we will have some more interesting news
for you next Sunday.
407
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BROADWAY
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WILHELM IL

Its Use.
use that tub for?"
After lounging away the first two
"I don't know, Marse George,".reMA VIA ELI).
Lists and Sinking on Her Side While
Weeks of his vacation on the farm a plied the negro, "jes zactly what dey
Possibly a guaranty of speedy funCooling,
erals Berlin has acquired its first
Georgia student received rather in- use flat tub foh."
electric motor hearse. The hearse t•o.1. W. Bennett, an Illinois Central istent notice one aiorniDe that the
"0, pshaw, Jim,- said George imhas been approved by the police, and
Bremerhaven, idly 23.-The North flagman, is suffering from a sprained al Hue needed washing, Finding a periously
"Been here a whole year
The Olney, Ill., Times gives an acis to be put in regular service immetwo events given for two German Lloyd steamship Kaiser Wil- ankle injured in a fall while run- tub full of water near the pump he and don't know what the tub's for?
count
of
diately. Its owner says Met it will
prtoceeded to ask whether it might Ehat do they do with it?"
Mayfield girls, Misses Bessie Key and helm II., while coaling suddenly ning to cateh his train.
enable funerals to be dispatched in
listed. The water poured into her
be used for his purpose.
"Well, mama," said Jim, at his
'Olive
this
Council,
city,
a
of
part
of
The
Nashville.
Chattanooga'
& St
one-third of the time that is now
bunkers and
boiler compartments Louis
"Jim," he said to one of the old wits' end, "I reckon dey jest uses
which we publish as follows:
railroad has issued a new time
net-emery
-Miss Mary Ellen Page entertain- through the open coal perts and the card, No. 37, effective Monday. July'darkies on the place, "what do they.fiat tub fob to keep water in for to
ed Monday night In honor of her vessel careened and lay on her side 22, but it in no way affects Paducah
guests. Misses Bessie Key and Olive on the bottom. When the tide wai The lnew' time card ufakes changer I
Council, of Mayfield, Ky. The home lower her bow rested on El blank, but principally in freight trains south of
was prettily decorated with flowers with the rising of the tide, she slip- Paducah qpfthe Memphis division.
yellow and white, and dainty refresh- ped front that position and keeled
Mr. James Hoilich, a gang fore-,
ments were enjoyed later in the eve- over.
man in the Illinois Central machine,
•
After some delay th••pumps
ning." lAnother very unique affair
shops, is off on account of illtItes,;
was given on Tuesday
night for set to work to free the vessel of the and his position is being filled by Mr.'
setter,
The
appear
do
to
not
cabins
Misses Key and Council when a
Harry Kelley.
"mock wedding" was given. Miss ha much damaged as little water
Physicians this morning announce
Key took the character of Miss "Cel- reached them, but the whip cannot be that Mr. D. Hutchens, the popular
estine Wiederseim" and Miss Coun- ready to sail, the Company announces Illinois Central flagman, who was
cil as "Euroepna Conductorator." for severs days at best. Meantime. run over at Little Cypress, will not
The Olney Times gives a long account the Kaiser Wilhelm's fall list pas- lose his toes.
of the wedding and from the descrip- sengers for Monday's sailing must be
Engineer W 0. Burch, of the Pation, the affair must have been very transferred to other lines. .
ducah & Cairo Illinois Central Reunique and enjoyable.
commit:elation passenger train runs,
Many other delightful functions
setteitess.
is 111 and laying off. Engineer T. G.
have been given in Misses Key and
Stevenson is running his engine.
Council's honor which is a sure proof
Mt. C. 0. Babb, the well known
of the popularity of Kentucky girls
Illinois Central car repairer, is ill of
stomach trouble at his home. 6o
About four tears ago a young
1246 North Thirteenth street.
man by the name of Simon Miller
Mr. Wiliam Stewart, night engine
was informed by one of his associcarpenter for the Illinois Central, is
ates, both being members of the
off and his position is being filled by
United States army, of a bealtiful
Mr. Dan Lee
The label denotes fairness young lady at Dexter, Ky., by the
The first railroad automobile ever
name of Miss Lucy Cleaver. He
seen in the Paducah yards was shipto organized labor.
wrote her a letter and asked to corped here for repairs last night from
respond with her. This was agreethe Nashville division of the Illinois
able and the correspondence was kept
Central road. It is exactly like art
up until last week, when he met her
ordinary two-seated plain automobile
for the first time in Paducah, where
except that it has no steering wheel
they were married. They are now
Dick Tolbert, special day Police
at the home of her mother and . re
man at the Illinois Central shops,
apparently happy.
yesterday afternoon caught a colored
boy stealing junk from the junk pile
Z. T. Long has disposed of hi.
back of the oil blouse.
Map Pant company stock to P. .11
He--It yen refuse me. my beert
Copeland, who In turn sold It to. (.1., be brokotti
hope yori'll tied It all it • His Daughter- Papa, did You
R. Allen. There were 49 Aare* of
the stock and Mr. Long got a ipood is cracked op to be.
know mamma long before you mar.
price for it. The concern Is in a
tied her? Her Father- Just bet video
Two heads are better than one- you and me, my dear, I don't know
healthy condition and the stock Is
especially in a bass drum.
valuable property,
bar tet.

RAILROAD NOTES
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In making

your purchases
ask for goods
which bear

The Union Label
Union men
should be wise

Don't Forget This

Pabcah Tyoograohial
Union No, 134,

85c
19c

keep it
Weekly.

407
BROADWAY
from

leakin'."-Harper's

-Your store-ad decides whether
you are "on the list" of the shoppers
today. If you are you needn't. worry.
It is estimated that all the inhabitants cf the world could stand comfortably in the space of eighty square

This is a Triple=Quick Rapid=
Action "Move On"

Such an active agitation. Such an active stock reducer.
Such stirring saving chance. Truly this is an unusual event.
It was planned to move all the Summery and all oddments
out, and endments of staple Jines. It is doing it and doiog it
well.
Incidentally, it is saving our patrons amounts that are simply
astonishing on every purchase. Perhaps you know that for yourself---hundreds of people do---perhaps your friends are numbered
among them.
Your friends who know will tell you you should come, but
don't wait for their advice. Come now.
As a special tomorrow from 8 to 10 a. m. and from 4 to 6
p. m. we will sell any $1.00 Corset in the house at 89c; none reserved. Be at the door when we open up.

